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FOR EWORP

The National Faculty Plenary Conference,provided seventy-three lAders and scholars from
. across the country an opportunity to express and address concerns bath common and unique to

the profession. .

As such, thp purpose of this National Faculty Plenary Conference was threefold in nature:

1 . Ta provide an opportunity for the Advanced Study Center Fellows and thd
members of the National Factrlty to acquaint themselves with ,the functions of
each group.

.2.. To provide the climate far heightene4--inteljectual interchange and discourse
betv.len Fellows and Faculty.

3. ., Tcdncaurage National Faculty members, as eminent and distinguished leaders in
, . the field, to aisist in the analysis and refinement of extant program policies and

prdpedutes anal to offer advice to the Advanced Study Center program.
.1

With "Nurturing Vocational Education's Leadership and Intelfectdal- Capital" as the cOnference
theme, presentations and 'task force sessions were devoted to rigorous diseussion and debate. Topics
included: planning, evaluaiion, recrwtMent, and policy implications, as they relate to the develop-
ment and implementatiort of an Advanced Study Center.

The National Faculty Plenary Conference was one of the first steps toward the formation of
a network of intellectualS, working collectively to contribute a significantly ne..4cled dimension to
vocational educatiqn's intellectual capital.,Special recognition is due Earl B. Russell, Coordinator of
the Advanced Study Center, fOrhis efforts in planning and directir4the conference. Appreciation
is also extended to Marty Netryton, Graduate Research Associate; Elise B. Jackson, Program Assistant;
arid Patricia Leach, Robin Maiden, and Venita Rarnmell, Secretaries, fortheir cociperation and
assistance in ensuring the success of the plenary conference.

Finally, I wish to thank Ms. Jackson and Dr. Russell`for their diligence in compiling and ..

editing these proceedings. This publication should be valuable to leaders in a variety of fields wha
are concerned with the creation'of environments for advanced study:

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center.for Research

in Vocational Education
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INTRbDUCTION

Background
2.

. 411ie Advanced Study Center since its inception on January 16, 1978, has been charged with
providing opportunities to nurture the leadership abilities and scholarship capacities of established
vocational education personnel, as well as those showing promise Of distinguishing themselves and,
the profession in the future.

The Advanced Study, Center seek; to fulfill its leadership develoPrnent mission through a
national fellowship program which attracts leaders and scholars nationwide. Individuals, who come

from diverse disciplinary backgrounds, make significant contributions to the intellectual enrichment
and expansion of vocational education.e

In this leadership development mission, the Advanced Study Centeris assisted by a distinguished
group.of resource specialists known as the National Faculty..Members offer substantive input con-
cerning all phases of the Advanced Study Center operation.

or'

4

Objectives of the Conference

The Conference had four main objectives:
sk

1. To orient the National Faculty to the National 'Center's Advanced Study Center:

2. To solicit input and assistance from the National Fely regarding issues and
concerns of importance tu the Advanced Study Center.

3. To acquaint the National Faculty with Fellows of the AdvanCed Study Center and
their major areas of concern.

.4. To contribute to the professional growth of dI participants.

Procedures

To achieve these objectives, several relevant topics were outlined for major presentations and
task force discussion. The topics were:

1. Priority problems and issues related to the Advanced StUdy Center

Strategies for recruiting top talent

3. Progrim of study for the Advanced Study Center.

In addition to the formal presentations, two task force groups were assigned to each of these areas.
At the conclusion of the conference, each task force group presented a report of the discussions
which took place.

7
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THE CONTEXT OF AN ADVANCED STUDY CENTER
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

by Robert E. Taylor*

It is important that we have an understanding of iche con tt...zt of vocational education.
Obviously We need to get a better grasp of the problemetting and the operating environment for
vocational ethication; for the National Center; and for the Advanced Study Center, a program
within the National Center that provides opportunities for advanced study to vocational ecItication
leaders.

It is probably true that the context is infinite in terms ()tits dimensions, relationships, and
interactions. it.is self-evident that vocational education is embedded in social, econonilb, edudational
and political sYstems of our society and in many ways, vocational education can be labeled bdth a
cause and an effect. The topic is certainly broader thanmy talk and perhaps your insights will be
more e)densive than my conclusions. I fear we seek your help ai members of the National Faculty.to
"grasp-this scheme of things entirely." The sage and philosopher Artemis Ward once said, "What we
don't know is not the problem, it's what we know that isn't sb, that's the rea) problem." f3ecognizing
the diversity in this group, hopeefully we can keep each other honest.

There is nothing more urgent ttian gaining a better understanding of the re.latidnShip betweeQ
vocational educatt,on and other key elements in the context, because a better understanding of the
key dimensions in the program's operational context should further our quest for cohesive relation-
ships among other elements.

As a bacl(drop, there are several key questions that vocational education needs to Confront.
For example:

1. How do wp view ourselves?

2. What are the parameters of our profession?

3. Do we think of ourselves as vocational edueation with a capital "V" and a, capital ,
"E" with our activities being limited to those programs that are sponsored under
the auspices of the Federal Vocational EUucation Act? Or do we view vocational
education as representing a more generic concept of lowercase "y", lowercase "e'.'?

4. Do we have an organized body of knowledge, an empirical base that is applicable
to the essentials of career preparation and extending beyond those programs that
are supported by the Vocational education act?

5. Are we a legislative-based profession, circumscribed by law, or are we a discipline-
based profession?

* Executive Director, the Nation& Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio
State University.
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Ralph Tyler, who is thechairperson for our National Advisory ComMittee at the National
Center, stated at our initial organizational meeting that,there are three factors retarding the
effective delivery of vocational education in the United States. They are as follows:

1. Our free market economy is more sensitive and alert to new technology than any
other economy, hence the need for constant improvement and refinement in the
labor force.

' 2. The problem is occasioned by.the geographic mobility of some 20 percent of our
population each year.

3. Society's aspirations for maximal individual career development, by preserving and
increasing vocational options.

In trying to think through the context of vocational education, it is crucial that the influential
forces and factors which can strain or inhibit our success be identified. I would like.to discuss some
selected trends which have uniquely converged at this point in our history to make the job of
providing 'effective vocational education more difficult. These are presented, not as an apology or
an excuse, but rather to try to establish a more realistic base and perspective from which to view
vocational and technical education and hopefully refine and improve it. I might also add that most
of these trends are not limited to the United States, but are also similar for most of our western
democracies.

The first trend, one thatyou are well aware of, is that the postwar baby boom is now reaching
employment age and entering the labor market in unprecedented numbers. It appears that the boom
will not crest until at least 1984. The numbers of young people entering the labor market have
literally overrun the ability of the economy to generate jobs for them and other competing groups.
Further, of great significance, rs the fact that unemployment in this age group is not evenly distributed,
and is eit acutelevels among some groups, such as minorities and inner-city youth.

While we have an immediate problem that should command the attention and the resources
of vocational education and other programs, a long-term question is "Will the decline in birth rate
solve our youth unemployment problem, or will we arrive at a iituation as in Japan where a potential
young worker completing a program and wishing to work is called a 'golden one'?" Will we continue
to have sustained and patterned unerhployment?

The second trend is the large number of women entering and reentering the labor force and
eightfully competing for iobs. We now have 46 million women working or actiVely seeking jobs7
Inis is 56 percent of all the women in the nation over age sixteen. For example, during 1976 and
1977, over 3.1 million women entered'the work force. While on balance, this is a positive develop-
ment for society, when coupled with the baby boom and its influx into the labor market.and the
current ability of our economy to generate jobs, the increased number of women entering the labor
force is a new dimension in our context.

New laws and attitudes on retirement represent a third trend. Will the new laws that prohibit
mandatory retirement, when coupled with increased iife expectancy, mean that substantial numbers
of workers Will stay on the job beyond age sixty-five to ultimately reduce jobs and the number of
entrylevel positions?
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The fourth trend is the oversupply of college graduates. The Bureau of Labor. Statistics ;

indicates that lb.4 million college students will graduate between 1976 and 1985, but there will be
only 7.7 million openings. Further, it is estimated that by 1980, onp in four id the work force,will
be a college graduate:..This seems to imply a displacement of individuals completing vocational
education programs by college graduates and further under-employment problems.

Our low milirdry prelence is a fifth trend. Today,'relatively, fewer young adults are active in
military roles ihan has ey.er been evidenced in the history of our nation. Hence, the military is no
longer serving as a holding tank in delaying the entry of substantial numbers of people into the
lab& force.

.11

Another irend is alien or gdest.workers. We now have 200,000 legal aliens entering the United
States each year whq gain employment. We have approximately one million aliens entering illegally
and gaining employment, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that there are 8 to 10-Million
illegal aliens already here who are employed. These workers constitute a further demand on our
economy and our ability to generate jobs.

A seventh trend is income transfer programs; The de'gree to which these programs provide
disincentives to work reaffirms the fact that reform or improvement in these systems might mean
stimulating a more pbsitive attitude toward Work and entry/re-entry into the work force.

Economic development and ability of our economy to create. or sustain jobs is yet another
trend. We are now creating 4 million new jobs a year, but this is not adequate to meet the needs of
Youth, women; and alien workers entering the work force. What Onsideration should be given: to
policies that influence capital formation that facilitates and nurtures small, high technology firms
that generated most of the new jobs duribg the past decade? Can vocational education make a

contribution through programs of self-employment and entrepreneurial training? Further, when we
look at our balance of trade and note the tremendous deficit, occasioned by energy, noncompetitive-
ness in some fieldsearfd other reasons, -we should remember that for every billion dollars in trade
deficit, we are losing 30,000 tO 40,000.domestic jobs. The 1979 estimate for the 'trade deficit is
$37 billion (down from $49 billion in 1978); which means a loss of .1.3 million potential jobs that,

_might have been here had the deficit not ocCurred. What policy implications and trade-offs are
there in this sector?

Now these are but a few of the major dimensions in the context of vocation& education. There
are others: minimum wage, inflation, productivity, adequacy of data with.respect to the success of
various interventions, or the severity of the problem as revealed by rarious statistiCs. The whole
arena of public education and, the articulation of various programs in the human resource sector are
obvious candidates. You, no doubt, can identify others that are operative andperhaps more important.

Clearly, there are significant interactions among these factors in vocational eduCation. What are
some of the trade-offs known or unknown that are interacling in this policy context, and are they
transitory or continuing? For example, what are the, trade-offs between

(a) our international trade policy and job creation?

(b) improving the effectivengss of skill training and apprenticeship and preserving
career options for younglpeople?

(c) occupational training alternative iystems and main.stream systems, not only to
precipitate the employment of the individual but also to foster a better sense of
social,cohesion and unity?

5
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Can we-do y better job of Identifying these trade-offs and Making them and their relationships

explicit? Can we believe in economic efficiency and yet pieserve equity? Given the present state of
knowledge.about these interactions, our level of agreement on goals and priorities, and the need to
'balance our aspirations and our resources, how far can we go in shaping a comprehensive human
resou rce' policy? .

In 1975, the National Center for Research in Vocational Education invited Herb Parnei, a
member of our National Faculty and Chairman of the Department of Human Resources here at
Ohio State University, to present a paper on a conteptual framework for a human resource policy.
Probably Most of you have seen the presentation issued as Center Occasional Paper 14. He identifies
and describes the following four elements in his concePtualization of a human resource policy:

. 1 . Vocational labor market skills. He is concernedwith the knowledge and under-
standing that will enable individuals to achieve ilhe fullest development of their
productive capacity, to operate effectively and successfully in the labor market, to
understand the dimensions of the world of work, and to create a set of attitudes
that are necessary for the work setting.

2. Allocation of resources. Actording to Parnes, one is to attempt to assure that
" individuals who have 'acquired these skills are allowed to enter those occupations

which maximize their contribution to the social product, provide incentives consis-
tent with the economy, make them aware of job opportunities and able to respond
to job mobility demands.

3. Human resource Utilization. Parnes recognized the obvious need to avoid vvaste of
human resources by eliminating discrimination, absenteeism, and conflict while
reconciling the aims of efficiency' and reasonable psychologital and physice,.comfort
in the work arena.

4. Human resource maintenance or conservation. Parnes described this as the need to
maintain the health and vigor of members of sOciety through programs of nUtrition,
remedial and preventive health care, industi-ial safety hygiene, and income main-
tenanee schemes.

All of these are againsfa backdrop that.assumes a viable economy which is creating and main-
taining a high level of demand for emplownent. I suspect that this conceptualization is not too far
from what most of you would affirm.

Now if you agree with these elements of a human resource policy, where are we with respect
to implementing such a policy? Which elements or portions of this policy are now in place and
explicit? Which are presently operative but implicit and not well identified? Do we really know
enough in terms of the relationships to achieve a coherent federal-national human resource policy?
Considering our knowledge base and our social structure, how far can or should we go in structuring
some of these re,ationships through more social planning? Are there trade-offs between optimizing
some of these variables and preserving individual initigive and freedom?

Since World War II the United States has led a worldwide explosion of aspirations and expec-
tations. This is not just a political, economic, or an educational phenomenon but one that permeates
aH areas of society. Then perhaps the questions that we need to address are: Are we willing to
support and pay for the society we envision? How do we establish and achieve consensus on oroad
social goals and establish priorities among conflicting desires and expectations? How do we balance
the trade-offs between various sectors while achieving both efficiency and equity, and how do we

6



do this in a way that strengthenS rather than fractionates our societY?+low do we reconcile tne high
aspirations that we have for ourselves as a people, with much of the public domain emanating a
Proposition 13 mentality?

For example, if we project some of our current social obligations such as federal programs for
the aging, we gain some insights into the aspiration-resource dilemma. According to Secretary
.Califano, current federal obligations for the aging are now.5 percent of the gross natignal product
and will go to 10 percent by the year 2010. Currently, the aging represent 24 percent of the FY 78
federal budget and this is up from 13 percent in 1960. Projecting curre.nt federal laws, these.obliga-
tions will rise to 40 percent of the federal budget by the year 2010,- and will triple by the year 2030
when the current baby boom becomes the senior boom. If we are to project our current obligations
irreducatidn'oroaspirations for lifelong learning, welfare, health, and other dimensioni of society
from where will the'resources Gome? How wilj we make the decisions and choices as a society?

4

We' have long been identified as a learning society; perhaps we also need to become a planning.
society. What are some of the promising options among these difficalt choices? Should we altir our.
goals or our assumptions? Are there new approaches to extending our reiources? Can we improve
'the delivery of various social programs such .as vocational education, CETA, cdreer education, and
others and make them efficient and effective in their impact while preserving equity? In terms of
realism and trying to balance aspirations with resources, what should be our expectations of the
federal role in vocational education where the tote; federal expenditure is $33.07 per student? The
costs of accountabilitysuch as planning, evaluation, and follbw-upconsume all or most of the
federal illvestment and local districts are desperate to, remain. open.Are there ways that we can
improve the leverage of the federal investment on state and local contributions? What would happen
if the federal governthent became a reaj cost-sharing partner for the development and-operation of
targeted initiatives?

From time to time, I'm reminded by some of my graduate students that it is easier to ask*
questions than to answer thern..Perhaps there are no answers to these questions, but Merely political
compromises. in any event the questions rernain: Where, by whom, and how will some of these
decisions be made? What data will be available? What value systems Will be applied? What options
will be considered? What decisions must we addressand what decisions can be postponed? What .

role or roles should vocational education play?

The Advanced Study Center is a part of the National R&D Center that is operating here on
the campus, apd I would like to take a minute or two to deal with that conteXt..

First, I would like to point out that we are very proud to be a part of the Ohio State University.
We enjoy good relationships with other elements of the campus and we are pleased that such people
as Herb Parnes, Sam Osipow, and others are members of this National Faculty. We have enjoyed
strong support from the University's administration. The-National Center is but one of two buildings
that'the University has built for us and we have hopes that there will be.b third.

In trying to share with you the R &D Center context as a part of the context for an Advanced
Study Center progrm, I'd like to point out that as an interdisciplinary center, we are a mission.
oriented organization: that our fundamental concern is that of trying to increase the ability of various
agencies and groups to optimize individual career planning, preparation, and progression. We do this
throLigh functions of research, development, training, and evaluation.

Let us look at the unique role of a National Center for Research in Vocational EdUcation. Its
first major obligation is to focus on problems of national significance and to concurrehtly make a

7



contribation to building a national research and development system. In trying to move into our
programs, we have elected as the major theme, trying to make vocational education a more responsive
system through such areas as comprehensive planning, focusing on the needs of special subpopuJations,
sex fairness, and evaluation.

The several functions or administrative divisions of the National Center are: (1) 14esearch and
*development, (2) information for national planning and pohcy, (3) evaluation services, (4) leadership
development (of which the Advariced Study Center is a major dimension), (5) dissemination and
utilization and (6) cle-aringhouse on vocational education projects.

X's I indicated earlier, we are an interdisciplinary staff of which 251 have degrees; 60 have
degrees in vocational education; 63 have degrees in education; and 128 have degrees outside the
field of education.

Another point in the context is the use of advisory or consultant groups. 'They are as follows:

1. Ralph Tyler has been identified by Secretary Califano, along with Carol -tiason and
thirteen other people, to serve as a National Advisory Council for the National
Center,

2. We have six technical panels operating, which have been assernbled with the 'rigorous
methodological strength needed to advise us on dissemination, leadership training,
and R& D.

3. We have twenty-four project advisory committees. These projects are activities that
are funded by the National institute of Corrections, and others that are outside the
National Center contract.

4. We have used numerous consultants during the past year.

5. Members of the NsNational Faculty comprise another important and significant input
group to assure that we have maximum insight on the problem, and we benefit
from the best advice and counsel available.

Now looking more specifically at the Advanced Study Center, I think we all share the belief
that we do have a unique opportunity here to (a) foster individual growth and add to the intellectual
capital of the field; not only in vocational education but p.erhaps in the entire field of education;
(b) try to and get beyond merely extending an active-reactive profession, and beCome a more
V.ughtful profession; (c) thinking further ahead to policy options, alternatives, consequences, and
their impaCt on people and programs.

With respect to the rqle of the National Faculty, it in no way implies an extended relationship.
We'hope that we ca'n benefit from: (1) your insights and perspectives on major problems and istues;
(2) your assistance in recruitment; (3) your advice and counsel to Fellows and staff, with respect to
evaluating the impact and influence of the Advanced Study Center, and with respect to finding ways
to nurture and reinforce Fellows beyond their period of residence.

When we think about the context for the Advanced Study Center, we need to continually .
le, concern ourselves with education for interdependence as well as independence. Vocational education

as a part of public education will continue to play an essential integrativelUnction in our society.
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In recent years we hate placsid a great deal'of eMphasis on pluralism, ultural differences,
individuality, and diversity. However, we need,countervailing fdrces in .society to strengthen our
soCial unity, to increase our commonly held assumptions, and to extend our vision as a people.
Perhaps the most significant challenge facing us is that in times of scarcity we have a climate of
heightened individual expectations and we are confronteckwfith the need to make those hard
deqsions which balance societal goals with individual opportunity. We should ret,nernber that
graduates of our`programs, as shareholders in America, will be active participants in some of these
tough and difficult choices.

While the context is infinite, perhaps the most urgent need for vocational education is. to
sharpen and refine our decisicn-making models with respect to goals, programs, and performance.
levels. And while the ultimate resolution is unpredictable, there is a need to improve projective
and evaluative data and planning systems to supPort such decision processes, and a need for a
sharpened sense of purpose. Perhaps in the final analysis, theref,is no more important mainstream
solution than to work towards economic liberation thriaugh occupational confidence and to con-
currently enhance the intelligence and good sense of the population throebh effective leadership.

I realize that these remarks have strayed from what I ivlieve I know, to what I only know I
believe, but it does not bother me. Perhaps the role of an R &D Center and of an Advanced Study
Center is to move beyond our current knowledge and experience base and to rely on a critical
reserve of faith tested by reason, but fortified with a little tough-minded idealism.

9
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AN ADVANCED STUDY CENTER ftORNOCATIONAL EDVCATION:

. GOALS41.ND CNVLENGES

by Ralph W. Tyler*

An advanced study center is a relatively (Mall institution with limited relources. It camlot
effectively achieve more than one goal unless all the goals are crosely related; that is:involving the
same kind of persons and the same kind of environRant. The'purpose of the Brookings Institution
and the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions is to bring together researchers from more
than one relevant discipline to attack serious problems confronting our society. To achieve this goal
the persons selected to participate are th, se already highly competent in their fields who are also
interested in Working on the problems selected. They are expected to employ the knowledge and
skills they already possess in'attacking the pr4blems. While working on these problems they will
acquire new knowledge and some new skills, but.this is a by-product. They have little the to
'explore ideas more widely. Furthermore, few if any investigations of serious problems.can be
completed in a year, so centers conducting research have multi-year participafits. The purpose of
the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study is to furnish exemplary models of excellent research
in various fields. The achievement of this goal requires the selection of outstanding researchers and
the provision of an envirortrn4nt conducive to the pest research. These scholars will usually require
more than one year to produce excellent research. The experience of this institute indicates that
exemplary research can rarely, if ever, be produced Without a body of critical colleagues who
furnish a continuing dialogue.regarding importaitints in their studies.

Postdoctoral fellowship programs are usually designed to provide advanced training in research"
for persons who show promise of becoming unusually comment investigators. The advanced train-
ing is focused on some special technique or skill or it may furnish a new set of problems in which

-the fesearcher will learn how to use his/her present skills in attacking them.

The Center f r Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, the new National Humanities
Center in North Ca lina, and the Netherlands' fnstitute;for Advanced Study in the Humanities.
and Social Sciences have as their purpOSe the development of persons who will contribute outstanding
intellectual leadership to the field..The need, identified by the founders of these centers, was develop-
ing a critical mass of sc:holars in their respective fields who have broad perspectives, who have a keen
sense of relevant questions, whose own yesearch is of high quality, and who are interested in and
able to work with scholars in other disciplines on common problems. It was believed that this
leadership would be highly influential in developing a deeper and broader understanding of the''field
and its.prnblems. li would help scholars to avoid rigid views and inflexibilities in perceiving new
possibilities. The experience of the Behavioral Sciences Center shows that this purpose can be
achjeved by appropriate selection of fell ws who-spend a year in residence in an environment
designed to encourage this kind of devel pment. The Advanced Study Center being established here
can, I believe, achieve this purpose in the field of vocational education.

11,..

" Chairman, National Advisory Council to fi e National Center f r Research in Vocational Education,
and Senior Cqnsultant, Science Reseach Assbelates, Incorporat , Chicago, Illinois.
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I do not have the background to sense ch.arly the leaflet:ship needs m the tiilii. 1 lowevei .15 an

lmitsidei looking in, it seems to me Makvocational education has strong practitioner leadership and
strong political leadership, but not a cyical mass of outstanding scholars tq provide the needed
intellectual leadership to direct the effort to solve new problems in vocatiorN education arising
from increasingly rapid social changes. I believe that this center should focus its efforts on developing
this intellectual leadership. If this purpose is selected, the following comments on the experience
with the Center for Advanced Study in the Behaviorill Sciences may be useful.

Selection of Fellows

To have a well.balanced cadre of intellectual leaders, persons selected to be.Advanced Study
Center fellows should represent a wide range of disciplines, wide enough to include all of those that
can help to illuminate the field of vocational education. This would include anthropologists who pre
knowledgeable about occupational development in various cultures and can apply the techniques
of anthropological investigations to studies of occupational development in our cultures; economists
who are familiar with labor markets, cost-benefit analyses of occupational training of various sorts,
productivity and investment in human resoUrces, and who can apply their methodologies to current
problems of vocational education; educators who are knowledgeable abOut occupational education
of skilled, technical, and professional workers, about our history of occupational development, and
about the experiences of other industrialized nations; philosopherswho are familiar with the
problems of integrating education for work with education for the other activities and responsibilities
of citizens in a democratic society; political scientists who can bring their concepts and investigative
methods to bear on the politics of occupational education; psychologists who are familiar with the
processes of learning, education, and training and who can use their techniques to investigate current
processes of vocational education; sociologists and psychologists who study tile life.cydles of persons
coming from different backgrounds and who can u$e their knowledge and their methods to'4.deptify
the different patterns of transition from school to work and from entry occupations on'through to
'retirement; statisticians who are familiar with employment data and who can use their methods of
analysis and interpretation in reviewing statistics relevant to problems of vocational education.
Finally, of course, outstanding scholars who are in vocational education should be among the cadre...

of intellectual leaders.

To identify such a variety of scholars requires vigorous efforts.to obtain nominations and .
continuing reviews of relevant-publications to suggest persons whose interests and competence

appear to be appropriate. In the case of ctriv_Behavioral Sciences Center, we established a panel of
porsons in each of the relevant disciplines asking thwp annually to submit nominations. We also
wrote annually to the department heads in the graduate universities asking them to make nomina-
tions. After the Center had be,li in operation for a time, we wrote annually to former fellows for
'nominations. By these procedures we were able to build up a large and comprehensive file of

nominees.

The nominations received in a year were divided into lists according to the:field or discipline
they represented. The list for each field was then sent to the panel members rePresenting that field
with the request that each nominee be ranked as follows:

1. Top guar ter of the top 10 percent of scholars in the field;

2. Second quarter qf the top 10 percent of scholais;

3. Third quarter of the top 10 percent of scholars:

4. Fourth quarter of the top 10 percent of scholars;

5. I do not know him/her or the work well enough to make a judgment.

12



For those not known to a majority of the panel, more information was collected'. Usually as
time went on those whose work was not known earlier became more visible, and the panel was able
to make judgments. For those judged by a majority of tilie panel to be in the top five percent of
scholars in that field, a letter was,sent telling them about the Center ant inviting.them to visit.

-"abq1/4INs Sometimes an invitation was declined. If the person's work was clearly important to the
development of outstanding leadership, further correspondence, visitation., and other means of
communication were used to rriak'e clear the opportunities th.0 Center woulagurnish the scholar
and the great interest of the Center in having this'particular person as a fellow. We found that the
possibility of being at the Center at th'e same time another scholar whose work he/she admired was
to be there,.operated as a strong incentive for acceptance. The outstanding scholars we.wished to
serve are all very busy and have many'demands on their time. Hence, they need to be aware of the
unique values of the Center if they areip accept the invitation.

Building a Roster for a Given Year:

As prospective fellows accept the invitation, correspondence continues in order to answer
these questions: What years would be convenient for you to come to the Center? What things would
you like to do while oftthe fellowship? Are there persons you wbukl like to work with or be in
close communication With while at the Center? Are there other special resouries you would need
in order to carry on the'activities you have in mind?

The Center for Advenced Study in the Behavioral Sciences was founded to assure the continued
professional development of outstanding behavioral scientists. We believed that.this could be
achieved by enabling the fellows topursue theactivities they considered important that theycoulu
not pursue effectively in their'home situetion. We also believed that the presence of other outstanding
scholars in related disciplines would lead to various kinds of communiiiation such as seminars, group
projects, informal discussions, -asking for advice, and the like that would facilitate interdisciplinary
interests, and.the development of new persPectives and future plans..

All of the fellows had already demonstrated through the quality of their work .that they were
self-directing and did not need to be supervised or checked to see that they were not wasting time.
Generally their own standards were higher than those a director would have set for them. It turned '
out that our assumptions were sound. The work done by scholars at.the Center far exceeded the .

expectations'of the founders.

The answers obtained f*rom the questions raised in this correspondence furnished the data for
building annual rosters of fellows. From the standpoint of the fellows, they were invited-to come in
a year convenient for them and at a time when .several others were to be there Who were interested
in their work and in whose work they were interested. The opportunity was made available at a
time, too, when most of the resources needed to pursue their chosen activities would.beevaitable.
In addition, the Center set some criteria that would facilitate new communicationS. These were to
have the rosteNnclude an equal number of representatives from each of three differentege groups
--over fifty, thirty.five to fifty, under thirty-five; to have 20 percent of the fellows from foreign
countries; and tope sure that'a variety of disciplines were represented.

The size of the roster was determined by the Center's resources. There were fifty individual
studies in our buildings so that fifty was the maximum number of fellows in any one year. We
worked out financial arrangements on the "no-gain, no-loss" principle. This required that the salary
levels of those who came and the travel costs had to be within' the budget. This meant that we could
not afford to have as many as fifty fellows in certain years.
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One other consideration guided the development of the roster fur the early years. Since the
Center was a new institution, its quality and attractiveness would be greatly affected by..the quality
and reputation of the fellows who came in the first few years. Hence, we made a special effort in
the early years to have as fellows a dozen "stars"that is, persons very well known for the high quality
of their work. This strategy proved helpful in attracting thllows.

The Center Environment

Outstanding scholars and scientists are outstanding partly because they do not accept uncritically
the traditional views and practices, but construct their own concepts. For this reason each fellow
can be expected to develop a program that is individual, different in some respects from that of
every other. This does not mean that all fellows eonstruct or wish to construct a program of solitary
activity, reading, writihg, and meditation. During the thirteen years I have served as director of the
Reha'Vioral Sciences Center there was only one fellow whose program was almost entirely solitary.
Most chose to participate in seminars, working gr9ups, and the like, but these seminars and`worldng
groups were not seleCted and organized by the Center adrninistration. They were deVeloped by
fellows in terms of their interests. The role of the administration was that of facilitationproviding
a place and obtaining resources requested such as books, consultants, and secretarial and research
assistance.

\ This proved to be the kind of center environment which was conducive to professional develop-
ment, an environment'where exteri-ial demands are minimal, relevant intellectual stimulation is
readily available but not enforced externally, and where resources of persons, library materials
statistical, secretarial, and research assistance can be provided as needed. Most of all, the stance of
the administration was ministerial rather than directive, clearly seeking to encourage, help, and
supPort the efforts of the fellows.

To provide further assurance that the adminisn'ation was not subtly directing the fellows, we
emphasized-that we wished the feHows to evaluate the Center from the point of view of their needs,
but that we would not make any record of our judgment of them. If asked for references we would
reply: "The Center was established to assist in the further professional development of outstanding
,behavioral scientists. To facilitate theft freedom of thought and writing, their work at the Center is
not evaluated by the Center administration. However, it may be useful in your effort to judge the
qualification's of a Center feHow to know that a panel of his peers judged him to be in the top five
percent of researchers in his field."

Although the U,6 of each day was determined by each fellow in terms of individual interests,
plahs, and habits, there were some similarities in the daily patterns. Most fellows spent aH or part of
the morning writing, planning research activities, and analyzing data. They lunched in a common
dining room, where informal conversation brought together persons with common interests but
different backgrounds. Some afternoons were devoted to seminars and to small group sessions.
Reading, consulting, and statistical work were also common afternoon activities. Although most
fellpws followed daily patterns of this sort, there were many variations and some persons had
unbsual ways of working. The administration emphasized in its conversations with the fellows,
"We want to help you make this year an opportunity to do things you consider important that you
are unable to do at home. Feel free to consider new ideas, to make new plans for your future work,
and change the plans you had developed for your work here if other possibiljties now seem worthy
of exploration."
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Evaluating the Cereter

The major purpose for evaluating the Center in its early years is to gain information helpful in
locating'weaknesses that can be remedied and strengths that can be reinforced. This is often called
formative evaluation. It is designed to obtain data to guide improvements.

For this purpose, observation of:the Center in operation is useful. What a:e fellows doing?
What difficulties do they appear to encounter? How self-motivated and self-directed do they seem
to be? What kind of common activities are carried on? These kinds of questions can be at least partly
aoswered by observation. Comparing the answers to these questions with Center expectations,helps
to indicate strengths and weaknesses.

Another source of data was collected during a fellow's term of residency by'a Fellows Com-
mittee. Early in each year a committee of five fellows was elected by the total group to take the
initiative in identifying problems fellows were having ahd brh.ging them to the atterition of the
administration. The committee was expected to "take the pulse" of the group periodically.and to
listen to criticisms, difficulties, needs, and opportunities that any fellow or group of fellows might.
identify and want to bring to the attention of those who could help.

A third source was the report fellows were asked to write at the conclusion of their residence.
This report requested fellows to list what they felt they had accomplished, what difficulties they
encountered, what suggestions,they had for improving the Center, and the fellows were asked to
try to predict what difference, if any, residence at the Center would make in their subsequent
professional lives.

Finally, after an interval of a year or more, we looked at the products of each fellow's work :.t
the Centerwhat had been written, what plans had been made for new research, new courses, new
service activities. We sought to compare these things with the things previously written, the researc!.
previously conducted, and the courses taught befoce Center residence, to see if new directions were
indicated, if broader perspectives were in evidence, if rnoreInterdisciplinary work wastmiducted or
contemplated. It was reassuring to find that for most fellows, th ir work after coming to the Center
showed broader perspectives, more interdisciplinary collaboratioi and new directions for their
professional work.

The Advanced Study Center's Role
in the Fellow's Subsequent Career

The Advanced Study Center's mission is to develop a cadre of intellectual leaders serving the
field. Hence, it is nbt enoygh for the Advanced Study Center to.help fellows to become more
competent,' with broader vision, deeper understanding, and increased ability to work productively
with scholars from other disciplines. It is also importantfor ttiern to be in.positions where their
enhanced talentican effectively serve the field of vdcatiorralAeducaticr. The Advanced Study Center
administration, its advisory committees, arid other groups a4'.id indiv. uals concerned with this
mission can form a network helping to identify positions where form fellows' capabilities can be
constructively utilized. This network scan serve a brokerage function in etting fellows located in .

strategic positions in the field. This is particularly important in the case of a fellow recruited from
a related discipline who had never been connected with the field of vocational education. This
means that the Advanced Study Center should continue to be in communication with former fellows
to knpw of their activities, their contributions, and their emerging special competencies.
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DeveloPing Continued Support

The proposed mission of the Advanced Study Center cannot be adequately reached in five
years, although a good beginning can be made. It may well be that the federal government will

A furnish support for more than five years. It is also possible in this difficult fiscal period thafthe
necessary substantial appropriation will not be forthcoming even for five years. I believe it is
important for the Advanced Study Center to begin now to seek and develop additional and diversified
support. The Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences faced this problem when the
Ford Foundation's initial grant was ex,jended. We identified eighty-six potential sources of financial
assistance, both private and public, aq,d,have been able to provide stable funding Dyer the twenty-
five wars that the Center has now been in existence. A principle adopted early by the Trustees of
the Centstr was to diversify sources of support so that only a fraction of the annual operating budget
would be deriVed from a single source..This, it was felt, was a p"rotection from the sharp shifts in
funds available when an institution is dependent upon the decisions of dovernment officials, and
other donors in terms of their priorities. Only the Center management and governance are likely to
place support of theCenter as a top priority.

In cfinclusion; I believe that the new Advanced Study Center cari make a great contribution to
the dev4opment of intellectual leadership in vocational education. To do so, this mission must be
clearly defined and widely accepted. It must become the guide in recruiting fellows and in providing
an environment conducive to leadership development. Furthermore, the Advanced Study Center
should help former fellows to get into positions where their talents can be utilized for the benefit
of vocational education. This is a long-term mission. The Advanced Study Center should plan for a
longer ten than five years and seek to gain diversified financial support.



Ak ADVANCED STUDY,CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

GO ALS AND CHALLENGES

by Gordon I. Swanson*

I would like to spend my time giving some of my own orientationmy viewsabout this
Center and about centers in general. I will describe some available goals, not necessarily the goals
which this Center ought to have, but some which are available to it. Finally, I will try to identify
some of. the challenges.

Last winter I spent two months at the National Center as the initial Visiting Director of
Studies of the Advanced Study Center. During this period I realized whit a complete novice I was
on the subject of centers for advanced study. I alio realized that members of Congress, in initiating
the authorizing legislation which created this Center, were engaging in some thinking which was
considerably in advance of what was occurring in the field itself. Although the idea of a center had
come into the conversations and discussions of individuals who had produced the DOL/RAND
Report and the COVE RD Report, it had not been proposed specifically as something which
Congress should authorize. In addition, I learned that there are no more than a handful of people
in this courUry who have given more than casual or transitory thought to the potential value of
such 'centers nor to the nature of the tasks involved in the operation of one. Ralph Tyler is pre-
eminent among that handful of individuals. 1 also found a lack.of any prototypic style or pattern
of functioning for such centers; each one now functioning has features which are unique to its
particular setting. Finally, I became aware of the seriousness of intent and Purposes of the staff of
the National Center concerning their responsibilities in creating.an Advanced Study Center that
couldoerve the field well and for a long time.

4

What I think I learned about centers in general, and what is important for us to bear in mind,
is that there are a great many societal problems in our country that do not fit easily and comfortably.
or sometimes not even tolerablywithin the departments of federal or state government to which
they are often assigned. Functions are often assigned to various agencies,br departments of goVern-
mAnt solely because the agencies exist. Similarly, there are a great many problems which do not fit
into Ihe uSual and ordinary taxonomic framewoek of universities:Universities are established to do
certain kinds of things, and they retain certain rather traditional organizational patterns even though
the problems of society do not fit neatly or sometimes even tolerably into them. For a great many (..';k

reasons, there are a great many of society's problems which do not fit very well into research and
development centers. Part of the reason is that when long-run and short-run objectives are joined
together, the short-run objectives usually prevail. This is true for universities as well as agencies of
government..

The output of advanced study centers is scattered over an exceedingly long time dimension.
Much of the output, indeed maybe even the bulk of it, has come from the existing centers after the
individuals have completed their appointments to the centers. The fact that the Mershon Center at

* Professor, Department of Vocational-Technical Education, University of Minnesota.
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the Ohio State University towers above similar units throughout the entim world is not disassociated
from the fact that Dick Snyder invested some time at the Center for AdAriced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences at Palo Alto, California.

Goals

It should be e'asy to agree thaf the primary goal of any advanced study center is to make an*
intellectual contribution to the field, however that field is described. This one coLild be described
as vocational education or as the c6mplex of problems which combine education, training, and
work. A parallel goal at this Center is to ensure informed interaction and intellectuarinterchange
between Advanced Study Center Fellows and the National Faculty.

How can one describe the nature of an intellectual contribution? It is the production and
exposition of a more or less self-contained work which is capable of coming into the posspssion of
others. It is, therefore, capable of being received, and asessed, and acknowledged. In this way,
intellectual work can be regarded as the creator and the carrier of culture and tradition in our society.
But intel4ectuals are notiusually regarded as passive or traditional. Intellectuals are conventionally
taken to be rebels 6r critics, the actual or potential opponents of the established order. All move-
ments toward the modern state of affairs have had a revolutionary orientation, and most of them
have had some inteilectual orientation. HiStoricelly, therefore, the existence of intellectuals has
required some protection from political institytions (i.e., academic freedom). Conversely, political'
authorities frequrtly need the legitimizing influence of intellectuals.

What other goals are available? Included could be the following:

1. It is possible, and indeed may be desirable, for this type of center/ to assess the

state of knowledge. Vocational education operates within a system where it is
expected to respond to, for example; market forces. Non-vocational education, on
the other hand, is not expected to be as responsive to markets. Miring the last
decade, the`most interesting developments in labor market analysis have concerned
a growing knowledge of the imperfections of the labor market. Two aspects of the
state-of-knowledge are thus exposed: (a) the reliability of alleged market forces
and (b) the compatibility of market responsiveness versus non-responsiveness within
the same institution. There are many more examples.

2. A second goal might be to provide a basis for social experimentation (a controversial
terni) about the role of education for work. The Morrill Act of the Land Grant
College Movement was an example of social experimentation. It was born out of
controversy, opposed by academia, vetoed by a president, and struggled over fifty
years before' it emerged. It was a test to see whether higher education could serve a
larger span of the occupational structure. Its role in social experimentation has
undoubtedly ended

It is entirely possible that vocational education itself, beginning with the Smith-
Hughes Act, was an exercise in social experimentation. It was a test to see whether
the general system of secondary education could also be used to prepare a work
force. Its role in social experimentation has also -terminated.

Career education may have begun as social experimentation, but it moved very
quickly to ideology with almost no experimentation. Indeed, the record at the
federal level has been that grants have been available only to those who were willing
to advocate the ideology rather than to endorse the canons of inquiry.
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4.

3. A third goal for the center could be its contributioo to philosophical debate. I am
thinking of the kind of debate imbedded in John Rawls' work called The Theory of
Justice1 anCts counterbalance, the work of Robert Nozick in Anarchy, The State
and Utopia:2 Both are modern elaborations of the concepts of equality and freedom.
Both have roots that are intellectually traceable to the Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences.

Are the goals of the Center limited by disoipline, ideology, orientation, or are the resources of
the Center available to the entire scholarly Pommunity,willing to make a contribution to the nature
and the context of the Center's mission? I would hope that, in the near future, the sixty people on
the outside, the advisers referred to as the National Faculty, are not just advisers on the outside, but
are really insidersa part of thelotal operation and faculty of the Center itself. All of this will
depend on how we view the present and future context of the Advanced Study Center and the
'relationship of its intellectual activitiei to the substantive issues of education, employment, and
yvork.

Challenges

,Let me turn now to some'of the challenges facing the Advanced Study Center. I believe the
most important challenge facing this Center is creating an environment for intellectual .workan
environment that permits mutual interaction with otherintellectuals during the formative stages of
intellectual work; an environment where there is very little administrative impatience; and a physical
environment that is conducive to conducting intellectual work: It is a curious phenomenon that
physical space arrangements have hell1 a preeminent position at one time or another in almost every
Center. In the National Humanities Center which has just been created, because they learned from
others, the space concerns were among the very first addressed.

A second challenge is managing that environment. It is really the task of managing creative
'people rather than the task of managing the creativity of people. The management function is a
catalytic one, and it may not be properly regarded as management at all. There needs to be a willing-
ness to allow evaluation to address the complexity of the tasks (particularly the long-run nature of
these complexities), .Too often the urge for early evaluation is disabling to the challenges and goals
of a center. The urge to evaluate would never have allowed tl;e Renaissance to emerge.

Finally, there is the challenge of Winning support from the community of scholars. I regard
this as one of the biggest challenges. It will depend mostly on hoW the environment is created and

; managed. It will also depend on the value which the field of vocational educattarplaces on
intellectual work. Finally, it depends on the degree to which all ofus are willing to join as pioneers,/
in an aspect,of the public interest which needs pioneering.

John Rawls, The Theory of Justice.*Belknap Press, 1971, 607 pages.
2 Robert Nozick, Anarchy, The State and Utopia, New York: Basic Books, 1974, 367 pages.
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.GOALAND CHALLENGES
lEACTION PAPER

by Mary B. Kievit*

Dr. Tyler and Dr. Swanson have described some alternative goals for the Advanced Study
Center and have considered some of the means.for achieving goals. ,

The issue lies been raised as to whether the goal should be to develop intellectual leadership
for the field of vocational education or to advance the field through work on its significant
problems. I strongly urge that we do both.

My basis for commitment to such a position is that both are directly needed by the field of
vocational education, both are feasible, and addressing both will increase the likelihood of the
cohtinuation of the Advanced Study Center through time. I view continuation through time essential,/
inasmuch as the problems in the field.of education for work are not characterized as being transitory
and short term.

The need to develop intellectual leadership and the need for advancement of vocational '
education I accept as having been amply demonstrated. The success in funding the Advanced Study
Center for five years mid your presence as members of the National Faculty are evidences of shared
perceptions of, these netds.

It is feasible to undertake jointly the goals of developing intelledtu al leadership and advahcing
in significant problem areas. Many factors led me to this conclusion. Four such factors are noted
below:

1. One prerequisite forexcellence in intellectual accomplishments is the intense
intrinsic interest of the scholar. Thus, as Ralph Tyler has stated, the task is to mesh
the individual intellectual interests of scholars with problems of significance in the
field. The development of a roster of prospective fellows for a two, three, or five
year period, which includes delineation of the areas in which each wants to work and
the development of a matrix of problem areas within which individual interests can
be considered, provides one basis for merging these two goals. Both goals can be

-addressed by bringing together in any single year a mix of individual talent and
interests which have the greatest likelihood of generating the intellectual stimulation,
within several problem areas, essential for the exemplary quality of/intellectual
accomplishment we seek.

2. The development of intellectual leadership is a process which, by its nature, is
accomplished through some substance or content. In my view, this process is
strengthened greatly if the problems which intellectuals or developing intellectuals
are working on are considered within some sectors of the field to be of great

* Acting Dean, Graduate School. of Education, RutgersThe State UniversitY (New Jersey).
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significince.lhere may be some concern that the selection of scholars who have
demonstrated their capacity for outstanding intellectual achievement excludes the
goal to develop intellectual leadership. I submit thatthe peak or the span of a very
high plateau of accomplishment of a scholer can best be discerned at the end of the
jOurney, rather than midway. In brief, a penetrating and lively mind, Wrestling with
significant problems may continue to'expand its capacity even thoug4 it is iging.

A mix of fellows over time in varying ratiosindividuals who have produced some
of the best wqrk in the field-and those of high potential but fewer accomplishments
due to time and circumstancecan address both goals.

4. Evidence of contribCition to the advancement of the field is, I believe, essential sfpr
continuation of,support for such a center,. Eric Hoffer noted that the.temper of our
times is for instant solutions to problems. lig was writing in the sixties, a period that
has left a residue of some pessimism and cynicism regarding societal capacity to
sol(le Various social and economic problems. However, time has not changed the press
for results from the expenditure of public dollars.

The concern which we must have for results as a basis for justifying continuation is not unlike
that which confronted' American scientists as far back as 1832. Nathan Reingold (Wilson Quarterly,
Summer 1978, pp. 55-64) reports that physicist Joseph Henry decried What he saw as the nation's
attitude toward what he called "abstract" science: In his view, rA nation jf go-gettershad little use
for abstract knowledge...." To counteract this perceived neglect of basic science, the leading
American scientists of'the pre-Civil War era evolved two deliberate strategies to advance theoretical
knowledge While at the same time taking care of the utilitarian needs o`f a growing 'ndustrial society.
Reingold describes the way in which both basic and applied research were incorp rated into the work
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey by Bache, first president of the National Aca emy of Sciences,
where seismology, terrestrial magnetism, and other subjects were defined as es ential to the routine
production of high-quality maps and charts. Similar efforts were successful in the Smithsonian and
in the state agriculture colleges.

Illustrative of some of the.broadly stated problem areas which might be included in a matrix
are the major themes cited by Robert Taylor in his remarks: comprehensive planning, special
populations, sex fair vocational education, and evaluation of impact.

The means to achieve the goals need to include, among other conditions, a mix of scholars.
frorn related disciplines such as economics, political science, education (more broadly defined),'

g,oCiology, anthropology, and psychology, to mention some. In addition to fellows and the National
Faculty, some consideration should be given to the potential value of having some joint appointments
between academic departments in the university and the AdVanced Study Center to achkeve a small
core of faculty with continued involvement in scholarship and research orrsignificant problem areas.
Dr. Tyler has described some of the problems that result from a small permanent faculty with no
students: a decrease in the quality of intellectual stimalation in the environment and a serious
limitation in the challenging of existing theories and the creative responses to those Challenges. This
we might refer to as the need to achieve a balance between continuity and change for cieative
scholarship. The core of part-time faculty could be an in-resident resource for fellows, could serve
as a'magnet or incentive for some to come to the Advanced Study Center, and could rotate over a
three- to five-year period.

This group could be supplemented by members of the Nationd Faculty or nonmember scholars
who could be in-residence for two or three consecutive summers, or other quarters. They .could
continue their own research while interacting with fellows working on the same or related problem
areas.
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The intellectual arid physical envIronment of the fellows is of utmost irnportanc.a. Sensitivity
to the idiosyncratic styles and subsequent variability in choice of settings for and rhythms of work
is essendal. Provisions forlhese.variabilities among individuals will be necesSary. ?*.

In summary, let us seek both the development of intellectual leadership and advancement in
significant problem areas. I.,et ussgive some attention to shorter terM outcomei, but focus on those
gains which can only accrue from longterm efforts. Ratio and miic within a given tiMe frame are
one of the means of accomplishinRthis difficult objective. 0 .

Finally, let us learn from other scientists that ou'r driving insecurities, the cOntinUance of
bfoad and narrow strategies, andva diversity of effort can be special elements which augur well for
advanced study in the field of vocational education.
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GOALS AND CHALLENGES

REACTION PAPER

by Corinne Rieder*

I approach the question of goals and challenges for an advanced center from a different
perspective than Ralph Tyler and Gordon Swanson..In so doing, I hope to stimulate debate on the
Advanced Study Center's purpose and alternative methods by which the Center.might achieve
these purposes.

Given the economic, political, and social context in which vocational education finds itself
today, coupled with the nature of educational research and development, it seems to me that it
would be unwise for the Advanced Study Center to pattern itself exactly after any of the other
models for centers for advanced study or "think tanks" with which we are familiar. Rather, I think
these factors demand that the Advanced Study Center be a hybrid, carefully, pioking and choosing
from each of the available models what it needs to survive and flourish.

What is the economic context in which the Center finds itself today? We have recently been
through a recession, and I think there is a strong belief that we may be heading toward another.
The stock market has just suffered its most precipitous drop in years. The President has called for a
voluntary. restraint on wages and prices and at least some of his advisors are saying that they would

.choose mandatory wage and price controls before putting the country through a severe recession.
Inflation is rampant. Bob Taylor mentioned the substantial trade deficit. The dollar continues to
fall, and there are continued discussions on cutbacks in federal employees and federal salaries
which will undoubtedly have spill-over effects on federal contractors.

Socially and politically, education continues to be near the bottom of the federal priority
list. The educational leadership in the country still seems to be smarting from the unreasonably
high expectations oi the fifties and sixties, and we seem unable to create a-more mature vision for
the eighties. The.federal Office.of Education cannot seem to keep a commissioner for over a year.
The federal investment in educational research and development remains miniscule, less than one-
tenth of one percent. ...*

Thete are many competing centers for advanced study right now. This is a very different
situation from what was found in the thirties, forties, and fifties when Brookings and other advanced
centers'came into being. It seems to me that scholars and leaders such as Ralph Tyler, Tom James,
and Paul Briggs, whom we have here, are a kind of diminishing species.

Vocatiwal education cei tainly has not escaped from the general melee in which education
finds itself. Witness Sam Halperin's remarks in his article entitled "What's Wrong with Voc-Ed?"
In short, all is not well in ow own field.

' Executive Director, Youthwork Incorporated, Washington, D.C.
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What are the implications of these factors for,us and for the Advanced Study Center? I think
the irriplications are tight funding, close scrutiny, short time-tables, early evaluation, a demand for
immediate solutidns, and general skepticism about the entire educational enterprise.

Research in the hard sciences attempts to discover laws or general principles which enable us
to predict certain phenomena. These laws or principles tend not to change or differ over space
and time. Once We understand these phenomena we tend to understand them for a long period of
time. I think this situation encourages long-term research and the breaking up of complex problems
into small problems. For example, scientists will work thirty years to understand how substances
cross single cell membranes. On the surface this may seem to be an irrelevant Oroblem, but it is
one which, when it is understood, will be understood for the foreseeable future and one which, I
think, the research community believes will be a building block in our structure to help.solve more
complex problems. Let us contrast this with education and vocational education. When phenomena
and their causes or determinants chango or differ across space and time, how do we discover laws
or general purposes? For example, are the causes of student violence in the sixties the same in the
siventies? Will understanding the determinants of the violence in the sixties help us understand
violence of the seventies? In short, we must address the question of when the search for general
laws and principles is appropriate and when it is not.

r.

What are the implications for the. Advanced Study Center and its undertakings? Primarily, the
research the individuals undertake will not fall into a single mold. There should be a major emphasis
on finding out what works for a'specific goal.or problem right now. For example, what are the most
cost-efficient and effective,ways to provide planning and placement for the disadvantaged? This
suggests an emphasis cin short term research with visible results if the Mvanced Study Center is
going to survive over a longer period of time. It suggests that we must constantly be ready to rephrase
or ask questions-differently.

It also suggesti that we take an interdisciplinary approach; as we change our questions, we
must bring in new disciplines to help vs answer those questions. There is a shortage of funds; there
is a negative image. We have low national priority. There is the nature of education and limited
research methodology which suggest emphasis on what works now for a specific goal or problem.
We lack an emphasis on long.term commitments and the ability to break our complex problems
into smaller ones.

It may sound like I am saying that an advanced center may be short-lived becauie of its
unfortunate context. I am not really saying that. However, I am arguing that an advanced center of
this nature is really a very fragile institution. It is extremely critical, given the cUrrent situation,
that we consider multiple models for it. It seems to me that "mini-think tanks" flourish in the
sciences when there is a real belief in research and its benefits. An understanding of the fact that
research takes a long time and that complex problems must often be broken into small, seemingly
insignificant parts creates a tolerance bor unfocused research. bo these conditions exist in vocational
education? I would argue no. The phenomena under study are different; therefore, the ways of
studying them must be different. The political, social, and economic context in which we find
oui selves is also different. And again, it suggests to me an organization or focus different from most
think tanks.

Ralph Tyler talked about .the advanced centers in Palo Alto and Santa Barbara. It seems to me
there are some very important lessons to be learned from each. One is unusually wise leadership
with a strong disciplinary base and a broad outlook. However, we should look at NASA and Los
Alamos. I think it is important that we look at the focused orientation of institutions like these
the specific problem focusbecause many of the individuals that we bring here as fellows must have
a specific problem focus.
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We must also have an interventionist approach. What I mean by that is careful attention to
existing problems and to interventions aimed eit solving.problems. We must get out of the laboratory
and into real life, observing very carefully what is happening. From Brookings, and to a lesser degree
from RAND, I think we should take a look al the rapid methods of policy analysis that are charac
teristic of those centers and at the funding successes they have had.

Perhaps the most interesting model, and one which bothtordon and I discussed before this
conference began, is the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars. It shares many of the
characteristics of the Advanced Study Center. It is totally federally funded, as opposed to some of
the other study centers that we have talked about where individual scholars may get federal funds
but the institution itself is not federally funded. I think we should look at the way It is organized
and its tendency to focus on a handful of problems.

In conclusion, I think we must define our goals carefully, as Ralph Tyler emphasized, and
concentrate limited resources on a few research areas where we think we can make a difference.
Even more important, however, we must get consensus from our funding sources and the larger
research and practitioner communities on what we do and what can be realistically expected from
what wd do. Finally, we are going to have to balance judiciously a great many factors in our choice
of Fellows and topics. For example, a balance is needed between topics with short-term payoffs
and those with longeterm or uncertain benefits. In addition, a balance is needed between Fellows
who are senior professionals and those who are less experienced. A

The Center is facing a very challenging first year. I look forward to when we next meet.
kis

.)
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PROGRAM OF STUDY AT THE ADVANCED STUDY CENTER:

WHAT SHOULD IT BE?

,by Keith Goldhammer *

The plan for the program of study at the Advanced Study Center, whiph I am proposing, is
based on some assumptions which I believe need to be in the minds of thosik wlio will develop the u
guidelines' for the educational experiences of the participants. They are as follows:

1. I assume that the fellows invited to participate in the program are advanced
professionals who have made some substantive contributions to the field and who

,corne to the Advanced Study Center from positions of responsibility. Not only are
they accustomed to being challenged to the full utilization of their own capabilities,
but they.tieve responsibilities in directing or developing the capabilities of other
competent professionals in the fields of their experience.

2. These fellows have entered the Advanced Study Center in order to pursue an agenda
both of self-advancement and of makjng new and significant contributions to the
resolution of the issues or problems facing the field of vocational education. Most
(if not all) of them already recogn!ze the unique opportunities provided through
their association with the Advanced Study Center to concentrate upon the refinement
of their perspectives, the development of needed capabilities, or, the advancement of
some project through which they hope to make a further contribution to their field.

3. Each person selected as a fellow in the program has a unique contribution to offer to
the other participants and has already demonstrated the capacity to interact with
others to maximize the experience and intelligence of all the members Of the group.

4. Since each of the fellows has already demonstrated a capability for directing the
educational and professional development of others, they display a unique approach
to self-development.

5. The staff of the Advanced Study Center has been charged with providing a setting
and creating an environment through which resources may be used effectively to
ntain the objectives of the Advanced Study Center.

The essential components of the plan I propose deal with the following questions:

a. How can we foster interaction of experiences and intelligence within the group
to enable its members to deal with the most essential issues confronting
vocational education, both,now and in the future?

b. Can we provide a seiting, in which the individuals can have unique experiences
which build on previous experiences, aspirations, and unique competencies?

* Dean, College of Educat.r.n, Michigan State University.
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c. How can we help each individual to develop a plan 'through which an independent
project'of substantial contribution to the field is accomplished during the period
of residence in the Advanced Study Center?

As a part of the application for acceptance in the Advanced Study Center, each candidate
should suggest an educational plan which he or she wishes to pursue, consistent with the broader
gaidelines adopted as policy for the Advanced Study Center.

Formal Requirements

Common Experiences. I believe that the group collectively should be confronted with stirruilating
perspectives on the challenges and problems,whick currently confront the vocational education field.
Throughiroup experiences, the participants can On new insights into the developmental needs of
the field: As a result, they should be further motivated to develop added capabilities to cope with
these problems.

I would suggest that four seminars be organized using the resources of the university as well as
all the nationakand international expertise which can be brought to the Advanced Study Center.
Each seminar could meet every other week for a period of two hours. There should be opportunities
for advance preparation by the participants far each of tyiseminars. A year-long plan for each of
the seminars should be developed so that the individuals called upon to make presentations would
have an opportunity to produce significant materials that will make substantive contributions to
the growth of all concerned.

Four possible topics:each of which could be modified or adapted as required, mighi include:

1. The structure of federal and state legislation and policy-making for vocational
education.

2. The status and trends in federal and state programs in support of or for the advance-
ment of vocational-technical education.

3. Critical issues of youth and young adults in American society and in the world today.

4. Issues and problems in the generation and utilization of knowledge in vocational
education.

Unique Experience.. Each fellow should have an opportunity to engage in a well-designed plan
of independent study to acquire the knowledge and capabines necessary to make further contributions
to vocational education. A plan could include group experiences and courses within the Advanced
Study Center, if desired, or utilize the opportunities which exist throughout the university. Special
attention should be given to the broadening of backgrounds through studies in supportive disciplines,
such as the social and behavioral sciences.

Individual Projects. As a part of the application for acceptance within the Advanced Study
Center, each fellow should develop a complete statement of a project which he or she wishes to
complete as a contribution,to.the Advanced Study Center and to the field. This project should
provide the\focus of his or her participation in the program. The individual project might well be a
contributiorv which the individual would make either to one of the seminars or to some other ongoing
activity in which the National Center for Research in Vocational Education is engaged.
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Infornuil Opportunities.

Along with the formal opportunities of the educational plan for tO_e fellowship program, the
Advanced Study Center should provide a broader range of informal opOortunities for assOciation
with individuals who are making significant.contributions to the field.

Such opportunities could include luncheon speakers, informal discu,ssions, and opportUnities
for the fellows to attend'conferences, vtiorkshops, or governmental events from which they can
derive newer insights into the nature arid problems of implementing new programs in vocational
education.

ProNd!ng a setting to stimulate intellectual and.professional interaction among the staff of the
Advanced Study Center is essential in order to help individual participants share their experiences
and engage in lively analysis of current problems. ?4

The opportunities of the fellows to participate either formally or informally in projects within
the National Center should not be.overlooked. Not only will they gain knowledge and skill through
such participation, they should else> be able to make an additionil contribution. Such participation
.should be a part of their total learning plan and not be imposediron them to exptioi-treir presence.

Over time, the Adverted Study Center should develop a group of alumni whose professional
caredrs and chievements in vocational education have received a significant contribution from the
Advanced,S dy Center. Under such circumstances,:it would be well as time continues for the
Advanced Stu y Center tmaintain contact with and utilize the alumni who could continue to
make contributkons to the internal programs through informal interaction with the current group of
fellows. The National Faculty over the next few years could well serve this particular function.
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PROGRANt OF STUDY At THE ADVANCED STUDY CENTER:
WHAT SHOULD IT BE? -,

.4

by Richard C. Snyder*,

I have been asked to respond briefly to several questions on the basis of my own experience
as 1 fellow a) the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences in Stanford, california, and
on the basis of some knbwledge of, and experience with, cognate enterprises. These qaestions are:

1. What is an appropriate balin-ce between individual activities and common or
collective activities?

2. What should be the extent and substanCe of common experiences?

3. What.suggestions would you make for common experiences?

1 should think that the Rrimary function of this conference and of ntecedent planning
a ivities is to minimize the unwelcome consequences of arbitrariness, implicitness, or undue reliance

a

501 assumed "hidden hand" meChanisms in the making of individual and collective decisions affecting
'Oe new Advanced Study Center's program.

M'y approach to the foregoing questions will be to focus on the special problem of structure
I believe is associated with the establishment of an Advanced Study Center within the National
Center for Research in Vocational Education, and on the identification of sources of criteria for
selecting its program activities. Some emphasis will be placed on the possible desirability of a
deliberate imbalance on the side of commonas Oontrasted with individualexperiences.-What
follows is nothing mbre than 'a preliminary checklistreminders of familiar concernsto which all
members of the conference are contributing. Points suggested here obviously reflect selective
perspectives offered with.a view toward identifying parts of the checklidt, and are not intended as
alternatives to what other participants choose to emphasize.

Brevity often compels simplification, so let me begin with a statement of the problem I see
before us. The problem could be stated as follows:

nt

What kinds of program content issues arise when successful, highly qualified
specialists and outstanding representatives of a variety of settings are brought
together for a limited time period in an unusual work environment under the
auspices of a particular type of social organization (i.e., advanced study) that
will itself endure longer than the fellowships assigned to cohorts of individuals
chosen sequentiallyan organization that has a public mission and collective
policy goals?

* Director, the Mershon Center. The Ohio State University.
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I. Sources of Criteria

Listening to other speakers and reading the background materials prepared fbr this conference
suggested at least four significant, though rather obvious, sources of criteria fur selecting program
actjvities:

1. The mission, goals, and objectives of the National Center for Research in
'Vocational Educitron,

2. The external context of the National Center/Advanced Study Center (i.e., multiple
operating environments, relevant trends, conditions, and projectionsincluding
probable high priority problemslikely to characterize the next five to ten years)

3. Configurations of individual fellows at various moments in timetheir preparation,
experience, capabilities, aspirations, and other salient attributes

4. Past experiences with similar or otherwise related organizations.

The presentations by Rohert Taylor, Gordon Swanson, Ralph Tyler,'and Earl Russell touch,
directly or'indirectly, on all four categories and stress certain themes that are indispensable to the
design task at hand.,For example, iteNvzild appear that the over-arching commitment of the National
Center and its Advanced Study Center iicational education, defined in essence as "individual
career planning." This latter set of symbols refers to a circumscribed field of phenomena and .

problemsto objects Of inquiry and to a world of social actors and professional or academic practi-
tioners. The mission of the Advanced Study Center is to strengthen a field by increasing the number
of leadqg (individual leadership develoOment) and by playing a leadership role (impact of the

et Advanced Study Center) as a collectivity.

To take another example, a way of conceptualizing the external context (the second major
source of criteria) is provided by Herbert Parnes' framework of Human Resource Policy.

Clearly, the imphcations of these four sources as criteria for program decisions are enormous
even from a quick inspection of the categories.

It should be noted thatboth individual and common experiences could be derived from each
of the four sources. How the choices of two kinds of Advanced Study Center program activities
and the question of a proper balance between them are actually affected depends much on 'the
analysis one performs in connecticei with the foursourus and on the implications dra n from them.

A/.
A strong feature of the prior planning.and the presentations made here is the pcfent to which

the first source of criteria (the National Center's mission, goals, and objectives) Ias been elaborated.
The second source (external context) seernS vastly more far-reaching and complex, and hence worthy
of continuous analytic effort% The third sowce (characteriaticsof individual felilows) appears straight-
forward enough, but the role it plays in prowiarn conient decisions is clpendejt on sufficient pertinent
data and a theory of how the Advanced Study Center should operate.

With regard to the fourth source (past eXperience with similar or related organizations), my
impression is that we do not have at hand a:systematically documented record of experiences with
centers for advanced study that could be used as a guideline. Nor is it my impression that the art
of designing, constructing, and operating temporary special functipn organizations intended to
strengthen and supplement existing traditional institutional structures has developed to a high point
in the United States. On the other and,.Robgrtpfin and others have summarized learning about
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creative organi/atims, Seyntour Sarason'l; The et exam ()I Settings iu;(I the Fittnre Societies'
constitutes a uniqug lumdhook ol social archilecture. Moreover, it is gralilying to know that Mark
Newton is preparing a doctoral dissertation that should add significantly to our knowledge of
organizations similar to the new Advanced Study Center.

These remarks on the four sources of criteria do not, of course, do justice to what is implied.
Rather they are personal asides to indicate why certain emphases are singled out below.

ill. The Special Problem of Structure

Explicit statements about the National Center's mission, value commitments, and goals,
together with the derived purposes and available goals for the Advanced Study Center, comprise
one set of criteria for recruiting fellows. Fellows will be recruited for a particular kind of endeavth.
Hence an element in their motivation is a willingness to share in the pursuit of the transitive goals,
of the Advanced Study Center that are directly related to its operating environments (the external
context). However, it seems undeniabje that fellows will have their own motives and goals.

Possible incompatibility between individual and organizational goals is a long-standing and
familiar problem in many settings: In my judgment, a very critical design issue is involved in this (

potential lack of articulation. It is not just a matter of malsing correct assumptions one way or)hie
other, but whether the basic relationihip between individual and organizational goals is to be allowed
to evolve naturally, or whether the relationship will be cultivated deliberately t maximize com-
patibility, one form of which is obviously overlap or identity of the goal-sets.

My purpose in emphasizing this age-old tension here is to call attention to one of the distin-
guishing conditions of centers and programs such as the one under discussion at this conference:
the lack of what might be a conventional itructure for the situation of work.

Individuals transplanted to temporary sites that are notably different from their normal work
habitats may experience some form and degree of disorientation, especially if the new place (i.e.,
a "center") approximates an idealized environment where the distractions of everyday life are
removed, and needed support facilities are fully provided, Usually without having to be requested.
Some pafficipants may be susceptible to a range of feelings from vague discomfort to high anxiety.
So far as I can see, this kind of possible reaction to paradise is no respecter of age, reputation,
record of success, or substantive expertise..These are highly successful and abundantly qualified
persuns who are, generally speaking, awarded fellowships on the basis of sharp competition among
peers. What they are responding to is almost complete and relatively sudden freedom to do what
one would most like to do, but previously could not bpcause the world was too demanding. This
can be unnerving.

I do not wish to exaggerate the significance of this observation. The hypothesis that self-
direction under relatively unstructured conditions may induce unusual stress will have to be tested
against the observer's own knowledge and experience.

To the potential tensions and conflicts involving individual and organizational goals, as well as
possibly stressft ambiguity, we-must add thepecessity of balancing the individual and common
program experiencesa question with which Oe began. The subtle complexity of alternative time
allocations rests in.part on what kind of environment is most appropriate for highly qualified

1 Seymour B. Samson. The Creation of Settings and the Future Societies, San Francisco: JosseyBass, 1972.
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,
_.individuils who have strong needs fOr autonomy -and who are temporarily uprooted from their own

hpitats. An imposed or oppressive work environmentto take the absurd end of the continuum
wilr be resisted; on the other hand, a work environment that is either too distractive or too impover- ."
ished will not serve the Advariced Study Center's mission effectively, nor will it promote the'
individual well-being of fellows. We all recognize, following Gibbon's thought, that conversation
enriches understanding, but solitude is the school of genius. Nonetheless, it is probably.also the
case' that in order to strengthen the knowledge and leade'rship fpundations essentral to sound
individual career decision-making and effective social policy, more than solitary intellectual efforts
will be required.

.

Such tensions and possible conflicting al ernatives cleady tend to make the problem of
structure multi-dimensional. A prismatic vie seems to be indicated.

Ill. Perspectives on the Problem of Structure

Since there is no neat single solution to the foregoing complexities, it may he useftil to
attempt briefly to clarify the problem by further explication, suggesting in the process some steps
that may help make the problem manageable.

1. A "center for advanced study" usually represents a configuratidh of resourced and
learning opportunities. Hence, the design of individual and common program
activities is another manifestation of a classic educational challenge: (a) how to
match selected individual characteristics to an appropriate patterning of learning
resources and opportunities in order to achieve certain desired effects ... this
matching exercise usually takes place within the framework of a paiiticular center s
mission, values, and goals; and (b) how 1/o provide flexible and relevant resources
(including other persons) that can be fteelY and purposely organized and reorganized
at the will of participants in accordance with the results of (a).

2. Therefore, to be included among the criteria for determining the balance between
individuai and common experiences and for determining the exten and substance
of common experiences, I Would suggest specifying kinds of i* .ctual experiences
(learning modes) and activities through which individual and center needs and goals
might be met on the one hand, and propose a reasonably systematic self-assessment
by individual fellows of prior experiences, capabilities, needs, and goals on the other.
While the emphasis should det initely be on se/f-assessment, a case can be made
even in the case of scholars of great reputationfor the assistance of peer colleagues
who are gifted and experienced at nonthreatening, empathetic guidance for intro-
spection and appraisal!. To request of all fellows a short written document that asks
them to project their knowledge, experience, and skills against the center's mission
and goals might reveal the relationship between individual and organizational goals,
between the interpersonal distribution of aspirations among fellows and the center's
mission and resources.

It might be said that mature, accomplished 'fellows have no need for self-assessment,
but this ignores the possible short-fall between the individual's present skills and the
different talents certain purposes and projects might entail. To simply assume that
strengthening the leadership of a fieki requires no additional preparation on the part
of leaders who are going to devote themselves to a major challenge in new (and
better) ways, may not be justified. Moreover, how is the compatibility/incompatibility
of individual and center aspirations and goals to be discovered in the absence of at
least partial mapping of the former?
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3. Perhaps the strongest reason for self-assessment (and subsequent goal-setting for the
period of the fellowship) is that a basis can be established for determining what
particular kinds of individual needs can best be met by what kinds of learning
experiencOs in how long a time. To!illustrate, a twelve-month fellowship might be
divided into three time-frames: short-term learning (1-4 weeks), middle-range
learning (4-6 months), and longer range (9-12 months). Even this crude rubric
suggests one tactic for identifying and planning program contentnamely, to
combine individual needs, modes of learning, and appropriate time allocations so
jhat goal-setting is realistic.

Among the most valuable of the flexible resources a center for advanced study might be
expected to haVe is a set of vehicles for common learning experiencesmodes of co-actionreadily
accessible for spontaneous use by fellows. Typical common experiences come readily to mind:

a. Peer instruction or consultation

One-on-one, informal (coffee hour, office hours)

Mini-courses taught by one fellow for the benefit of ot'hers on some
specialized skill or subjectformal or semi-formal
(This might be one of the most economical learning modes ever devised
because of favorable conditions present at a center whose mernbers have

. more highly developed capacities for learning.)

b. Seminars (conventional)

Year-long, more or less formally organized, on central topics of problems
(ak.suggested by Keith Goldharnrner)

Self-organized by interested subsets of fellows, less formal, perhaps of
shorter duration. Triggering mechanism: a notice on bulletin board by one
or more persons asking for pledges of interest and time.

c. Partnerships

Product-oriented collaborative work spontaneously initiated by fellows who
discover or invent a significant task.

Dyadic partnerships (conceptual or theoretical breakthroughs)

Teams (or consortia of individuals or institutions)
Differentiated by scale of research (data collection) rendered possible.

. 4k-initially, the potential outcome of either may not be predictable. The center
'is thus a validator of risk.

d. \Projects
cooperative mode differentiated by the fact that the National Center for

pesearth in.Vocational Education, or some equally relevant agency, decides to
locate a project at the center if motivated and qualified investigators can pe
found among the feHows. Typical outcome is likely to be a technical reporl or
"study" although a demonstration or experiment -ould also be the produa.

e. Problem-solving exercises

A group of fellows would essentially act as a clinic for helping a real-life client(s)
deal with a live problem in a natural setting.
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For example, a state education agency or a local community would enter
into an explicit agreement with the center for provision of a carefully
designed service by the appropriate mix of fellows' talentsan activity that
would constitute an opportunity for fellows to "learn by doing" on a
problem squarely in the heart of the center's mission.

f. Lectures

Whether at separatmccasions, ot.as a series planned to intensively illuminate,
a particular subject, this obvious mode of common learning can be used to
promote discoLirse among fellows if unhurried de-briefing with visiting lecturers
is deliberately encouraged.

4. The foregoing partial list of illustrative common' experiences suggests that, given a
clear sense of a center's mission and goals, and given a clear sense of individual
fellows' needs and goals, it ought to be somewhat easier to (a) identify common
experiencesIhat would simultaneously serve both the center's collective leadership
role (in this case as an arm of the National Center) and the preparation of individual
leaders; and (b) make some preliminary estimate of which kinds of individual needs
and center goals are best served by what mode of common experience.

Little has been said concretely about program content. I trust the reader will be able to
imagine' having the relevant data at hand for a series of matching exercises: individual fellow needs
and available resources and learning opportunities, kinds of common experiences and overlapping
individual and center goals, individual needs mid individual experiences. Essentially,,what is
suggested is a matrix:like device as one aid to deriving program content.

AV. The Context of the New Advanced Study Center as a
Source of Criteria for Determining Program Content

In moving away from interrelationships of Sources I, II, and IV as outlined at the outset, let
me say again that the conference participants mentioned previously have already identified criteria
embedded in the external context of the Advanced Study Center.

To. supplement these statements, let me add three general considerations as follows:

1. One would hope that the prior planning for the Advanced Study Center and the
record of this conference could be viewed as among the major contributions to a
cybernetic framework of premises, hypotheses, generalizations, data summaries,
technical reports, and so on, concerning trends conditions, and projections relevant
to the Advanced Study Center's mission during iti first decade of existence.

fNeedless to say, the following nominations ar/ ie few n number and highly selective.
Therefore, they must be viewed as tentative illustrations of the larger point (subject
to substantiation):

a. The social and behavioral sciences are.not yet integral disciplines but are
congeries of topics held together by descriptive interests. (One implication is
the possible need to identify systematically central foci of intellectual
endeavors such as: the world of work (R.-Dublin et aid, decision-making
(I. Janis et al.), and stages of life (D. Levinson et al.).
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b. By nd large:the social ;,!nd 'behavioral sciences still tend to be dominated by
a tradition ol individualism -the loneipcholar or expert as the prime vehicle
for reducing ignorance or solving problemsa tradition long since significantly
Modified by the physical and biological sciences. fOne implication is the
possible need to consider deliberate cultitiation of teams and task fprces`to
work persistently and consistently on large-scale targeti.)

c. It it-possible to point to recent statements by respected leaders in the social
and behavioral sciences that identify emergent trendtAird new or different
emphases or orientations in the investigation of coftiplex social phenomena in
the deeade ahead. (One implication resides in alirediction that much greater .

emphasis may be placed on. "intensive local observation" in contrast to
statistical testing of deductively derived a priori hypotheses.)

d. The fragmentation of contemporary society is paralleled by fragmentation in
the knowledge industry or in institutions of enlightenment, i.e., necessary and
valuable s6ecializations and divisions of labor inhibit both the search for more
general patterns of intellectual order and the development of multi-method,
problem-centered, contextually-orienod strategies. (One implication is that
the state of-multi- and inter-disciplinary communication and collaboratiOn has
not notably advanced in recent years and remains a difficult challenge.)

e. Policy-making and policy implementation in a highly complex, rapidly changing
and fragmented society requires: (a) the identification, selection, and evaluation
of disparate kinds of knowledge and information relevant and applicable to
specific problems; (b) thecoordination and/or cooperation of a multiplicity of
sovereign actors or agencies in order to bring about authoritative, responSible
action. (One implication is the need to assess the adequacy of preterit theories
and models bearing on policy analysis and political change.)

Reference to one aspect of the Advanced Study Center's context in this fashion may help to
stimulate questions bearing on group or collective activities the new center might undertake. How
might the center contribute to the bridging of the social and behavioral sciences within the frame-
work of its own mission? How might the center contribute to strengthening policy-making institutions
and procedses geared to careers?

The itructure of the center's program might partially reflect an effort to create a leadership
caJre for its domain of interest that has.capacities for transcending (at least for limited purposes)
the tradition of individualism by engaging in intellectual collaboration and joint problem-solving,
the form and focus of the latter being guided by the identification of zones of opportunity for
(a) new paradigms, (b) fruitful syntheses, (c) design of crucial demonstrations (in addition to
experiments), (d) reconceptualization of familiar phenomena and problems, and (e) diffusion of
problem-finding and problem-solving strategies.

Clearly, individual researchers, analysts, and practitioners of varying sorts can and do engage
in these five types of activity. But the question worth asking is whether, given the Advanced Study
Center's challenge, these activities should not be expressed in common rather than individual
experiences.

.
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,2. Can a case be made for tipping the balance in the direction of common programmatic
activities? My answer is a tentative "es" based on three kinds of arguMentsall
rooted in the Advanced Study Center's external contextwhich can only be sketched
here. . -,..,..

a. For one thing, the National Center for.Fleseirch in Vocational Education (and
its satellite, the Advanced Study Center) is, to all intents and purposes, a
public utility, a collective resource of American society. In a special way this
feature differentiates the new Advanced Study Center from apparently similar
entities such as the Princeton lnstitqte or the Stanford Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences. The fact that there is likely to be Only one
national facility.focused on "vocational education" h`as evoked a commitment
by the new Advanced Study Center to express leadership, to identify and
occupy a frontier of knowledge and social policy. An intelligence institutiOn
dedicated to a public good, but largely insulated from at least some power
strategems, necessarilystands astride the boundary between the public and
civic orders, sypported by the former and guided by the latt#r. So conceived,
the leadership-role of the new Advanced Study Center must litkreflectedI
would suggest directlyin common activities that serve the interatkof individual
fellows while also comprising a total i7pact that is more than the Sum of its
parts.

b. In the second place, many, if not all, problems and situations of primary
concern tO educators are ill-structured, i.e., dominated by ambiguity, complex-
ity, and the, interactive effects of often unknown factors. Indeed, leadership
phenomena and behaviors would,seem particular; , chIracterized by their
location in ill-structured situations. [For a cogent exposition of this point, see
M. McCall, Jr., and M. LoMbardo (eds.), Leadership: Where Elsecan We Go,
1978.] One of the exemplary contextual observations made above calls attention
to a parallel: the knowledge actually and potentially retbvant to the new center's
missiondata, facts, generalizations, theories, behavior .tilesis also ill-structured
in terms of that mission, The juxtaposition of ill-structured worlds, of action
(decisions, policies) on the one hand, and ill-structured sectors of relevant

l knoWledge on the other, suggests that attention might well be paid to kinds of
structuring that may be requiredto problem-finding (as distinct from the

° application of available formal problem-solving procedures to well-defined
problems), to reconceptualization of phenomena, and to techniques for inte-
grating the findings resulting from different intellectual traditions. ,

c. Third, the establishment of priorities regarding what the new Advanced Study
Center would most like to accomplish during the next five to ten years would
appear to require explicit, systematic decisions regarding both the amount and
content of common,.as distinct from individual, activities based on requirements
flowing from the problem of structure, now expanded beyond its earlier formu-
lation 4bove. One reason, then, for tipping the balance on the side of common
activities is that matching operations ofcritical importance should not be left
to the random outcome of choices by individual fellows unmediated by criteria
derived from multiple sources. The conception ofsa, matching challenge may be
fruitful because it calls attention to sets of relationihips, each of which is
familiar enough, but,which must be attended to simultaneously in this instance:
(a) matching the pattern of individual experiences, skills, and goals manifest
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in given cohorts of fellows to the Advanced Study Center's projected mission
and leadership role dyer time; and (b) the matching of ill-structured situations
of career decisions in diverse worlds of work to ill-structured bodies of knowledge
and Problem-solving techniques,

The three foregoing reasons do not suffice by themselves to make an air-tight rationale
for giving a larger place in the new center's program to common learning experiences,
but perhaps they do justify a thorough exploration.

3. What are the possible sources of content for common activities? Regardless of the
issue of balance, and bearing in mind what has been said previously about contextual
sources of criteria, how might nominations for content of common activities be
generated? If one does accept for the moment the notion of program imbalance, are
there enough relevant substantive foci of intellectual effort to provide a rich enough
diet for common experiences?

Nominations having compelling appeal have already been made by previous speakers
including my colleague fonthis session, Keith Goldhammer. My own`nominations,
are not offered as competitive substitutes for othersalready on the record; rather,
they are intended only to aid the idertlfication process. Because the examples below
are well known, I will presume the reader's general familiarity with them.

Several potential sources of content for collective or team activity in the new
Advanced Study Center lie outside the fields of work, labor, careers, human resource
development, and educational policy. I have singled out three that seem ripe for a
significant contribution by the new center:

a. Forecasting

Much work needs to be done, but the foundation has been laidfor example,
The Study of the Future: An Agenda for Research (NSF-RANN, 1977) and
William Ascher, Forecasting (1978), which establishes for the first time a sound
methodology for analyzing successes and failures in forecasting. It would also
appear that the methodological challenge of great variability in phenomena
combined with disagreement among experts can be illuminated by innovative
procedures in other arenas, notably climatology.

b. A perusal of Knowledge and Policy: The Uncertain Connection (National
Academy of Sciences, 1978) suggests that we have gained little knowledge
through research that can answer the recurrent key questions, but it is also true
that the situation is changing for the betterthe general problem is now more
clearly defined, and alternative models for understanding and practice are
increasing in number ar Again, the foundations have been laid for
more rapid progress.

c. The policy sciences

Originally formulated by Lasswell and Lerner (editors, The Policy Sciences,
1951), this basic orientation to policy analysis and to policy-making has
matured into a well-defined metadiscipline having its own scholarly journal.
The Policy Sciences offers a distinctive, proven set of categories for the
observation of policy processes as well as a set of procedures for analysis and
action, prominent among which is the technique of the decision seminar
applicable to a very wide range of problems and sites.
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A fellowship as a clinical capability. I conclude by suggesting briefly one significant kind of
common activity that might escape previous categorization: the body of fellows can be viewed as
embodying, inter alia, a set of capabilities that could be mobilized and brought to bear in a clinical
fashions i.e., in a problem-solving mode for particular clients or situations.

Fellows are already aSsernbled. Hence, utilization of their talents requires no expensive
mobilization. Versatility can be assumed. The National Center and its new Advanced Study Center
have visibilityclients and .problernsituations can be expected to gravitate naturally to Columbus.
Expertise and experience'of individual fellows can be exploited easily on the basis.of full information
concerning fellow capabihties and client needs.

Typically, fellows will have their own problems "back home," but helping with someone else's
problems is in the natqe of a busman's holiday, especially as service should.probably be on a
voluntary basis. On the other hand, experience with the center-as:clinic might be very rewarding in
terms of relevance to fellows' own professional or academic agenda.

Time spent by individual fellows could be modestperhaps a few hours a weekbut summed ,

across the fellowship, the Advanced Study Center as a collectivity would have available considerable
competence. Over a nine-month period, four hours of contributed clinical time per fellow per week
would yield 144 hours. If the fellowship were 25 in number, the total hours available would be
3600. Divided by 40 hours, this provides 90 person-weeks of service, or one year and three-quarters.

"oh
Perhaps the most persuasive argument for considering this clinical approach is the number of

functions that might be effectively promoted by the same activity: responSible experience in
knowledge utilization, cb-learning and cci:;action in concrete situations, and opportunity for de-briefing
on field or laboratory experiences.

While arrangements implied by the clinic idea may appear complicated, it would be advisable
to bear in mind that the essential properties of the idea.can be implemented by a substantial range
of formats, from a diagnostic conference focused on an individual career problem to a full partner-
ship with some institution or community seeking effective policies for career development and
education.
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NURTURING THE INTELLECTUAL GROWTH

AND CREAtIVE OUTPUT OF-PROFESSIONAL LEADERS

by -H. Thomas James*

Thorsten Veblen is often paraphrased with reference to the leisure of the theory crass, and it
is about the care and feeding of this class at this Advanced Study Center that I will comment.

F. Scott Fitzgerald began one of his stories with the statement, "The very rich are different
from yOu and me." Ernest Hemingway is said to have commented, somewhat churlishly on this
comment, "Of coursethey have more money!"

I begin this vocationally-oriented statement on the care and feeding of the National Fellows
to be assembled here with the observation that these Fellows are different Trom you and me: they
will have more leisure because they will not have to go to meetings where committees theorize!
Therein lies the key to their peaceful control and management. Because committee meetings provide
the most widely used excuse for the lack of productivity across faculties, government, industry, and
the clergy, the uneasiness and guilt about their leisure can become so boundless that Fellows can
become basket cases in a matter of weeks unless they become totally absorbed in work, or escape
into the activities of others. Those responsible for the development of the Advanced Study Center
over the long run need a strategy to protect the Fellows from any of these extremities.

The first step in developing such a strategy is to assure Fellows the absolute freedom to do
what they want to do. To balance that freedom, and to help deal with the anxieties it will create, I/ note thatithe National Center encourages frequent seminars, colloquia on work in progress, and
opportunities for Fellows to delve deeply into areas of study other than their own.

Some of the unintended consequences reported by participants in other centers for advanced
study often outrank those that were planned. One cholar I know who spent a year at the Center
for Advanced Study at Stanford allocated substantial amounts of time during the year to sharpening
conceptual tools that he had not understood. At the end of the year, he reported new confidence in
his work, and was surprised at the appreciation of his colleagues when he returned to his campus
because he had become a new resource for them. A philosopher pursuing traditional inquiries into
epistemology and metaphysics at the same center came to realize,what little relevance his work had
forthe special sciences, and they in turn to his work, and decided that a professional philosopher
should obtain a solid grounding in some other disciplines preferably one of the sciences.

Along with the richness of these opportunities, though, I must assert how important it is for
the Fellows to have absolute freedom to ignore them if they choose to do so and to concentrate
totally on their work. One scholar made an almost passionate plea that others like him be allowed
such luxury; that while many who come may need and actively seek the distractions provided for

° President, the Spencer FoundatiorL Chicago, Illinois.
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ensuring emotional security and expanding intellectual horizons, others like him have a greater need
for long, quiet hours of concentrated, undisturbed efforts. Few places in the world can serve that
need better than some of the great advanced study centers.

For most who come, the year will be a richly revvarding experience, both professionally and
personally. For those not accustomed to life on the campus of a great university, it will be seductive
to experience the attractive physical surroundings, the unhurried pace, easy camaraderie, good talk,
and good living. All of the above will exert special pressure on them to be productive in return for
these favors.

I note the emphasis in the Advanced Study Center's brochure on selection. I trust that this
does not roer to selection from applicants only, but from among those who have been encouraged,
and in some Gases persuaded, to apply, because the resources needed to make the Center a substantial
source of knowledge and information about the field of vocational education will not flow easily
into place. Many will never think of applying unless encouraged to do so, because they may be
unaware of how they might make a contribution, and partly becau e there are enough crises pre-
cipitated in our midlives without stirring up all the new ones that can result from moving one's
family for a year. Loading the station wagon and taking off for a y ar is attractive to people im-
mobilized with life's frustrations, and perhaps less attractive to those successfully coping; yet to
accumulate the easi'y frustrated at the expense of those who can cope seems likely to endanger
intellectual growth and creative output.

Some who will apply cangot be considered by any stretching of the agreed-upon criteria for
selection. If these individuals are not offset with first-rate candidates in ample supply, the temptation
to regress over time to the mean instead of insisting on excellence will be irresistible. I recognize that
these observations miaht be seen as prior to the concerns I was asked to deal with, but I believe their
relevance will be apparent if I point out that the kind of talent you seek is in short supply in this
s9ciety at any time, that alternative attractive opportunities will always be available to that small
iroup at any time, and that those to be included in that small company tend not to sufferfools
`gladly. I am sure that your interest in recruiting rather than passive acceptance is well established,
and you recognize that a horizon of perhaps five years should be contemplated for maximizing the
attractiveness of an invitation to any individual.

There is another component in this five-year planning horizon. The clustering of interest in
any given year around themes that may provide opportunities for collaborative work which sc
portion of, each year's FelloWs may find congenial. A number of such quite successful ventures have
been launched at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, notably on such themes
as the history of behavior modification, ra.pe and intelligence, and evaluation of behavioral therapy.
Other areas suggested or explored to some extent at that center include the evolution of intelligence,
the biology of learning, nutrition and behavior, and many others.

I have my own biases about what is important to think about, and at this point in time I am
inclined to, ard a top priority for a philosophy of education. Some of my biases show in what we
have supported over the first eight years of Spencer Foundation activities. Whatever patterns the
rhetoric of our time may take, evidence is accumulating that humanity functions, where it is and
whatever it does, under the tight rein of biological processes about which very little is known.

We have estabhshed in this country a complex of institutions for educating our youth that
must surely stand as one of the marvels of the world. This complex (in its many parts) seeks to
teach, educate, edify, enlighten, train, and cultivate the diverse clientele it serves. Yet with all oor
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faith in schooling, we know surprisingly little about how this vast complex interacts in any'of its
parts with the infinitely more complex unit exemplified in one human being. In most research in .
education the data are aggregated. Yet from many disciplines evidence accumulates that each human
beiwis unique. We probably need fewer studies of aggregated data and more of the individual...

Therefore, over the past few years I have paid close attention to people who are asking hard
questions about early imprinting, the effects of reward and .nishment, fixed action patterns,
rhythms in behavior, alternative forms of mothering in infancy, and genetic links to learning diffi-
culties. Similar questions are being asked with increasing frequency by scholars from a diversity of
disciplinespsychology, sociology, anthrdpology, behavioral biology, and by those in several disciplines
with the physical sciences now beginning work across the old lines of departmentalization. Such
inquiries promise an accumulation of evidence over the next decade or two that should improve
our understanding of the processes of education and eventually lead to more enlightened policies for
schooling, broadly .fined, and for what is here going to be redefined as vocational education as well.

We recognize that ventures into these fields, wile they represent a significant commitment for
us, meet but a fraction of the needs of institutions pprsuing these studies. We are only partially
supporting the efforts of a few individual scholars wilo are adding to the knowledge about these
matters. Here, too, you are creating a place for further increments to be added to that knowledge,
if you can draw broadly on the relevant disciplines in your recruiting, including those that run to
the harder side of the scholarly spectrum.

Although we have no illusions that our modest resources can do much to settle the old nature-
nurture controversy in its current resurgence, we do believe that studies directed to a few specific
aspects of the total problem can be helpful. So, too, you may find here occasions to explore this
old puzzle in he context of vocation and in the light of new knowledge emerging from the biological
sciences.

I turn now to the comments on philtisophy that I have referred to twice before, because I
cannot believe that anyone seeking to assemble people to think about vocational education could
have failed to note that the field is in disarray. As Gordon SWanson pointed out in his excellent
October Phi Delta Kappan article, "There are not simple paradigms to assist one in thinking about
it (vopational education). There is very little about the field that can be described as homogeneous.
And without a thorough understanding of the field it is risky to venture generalizations about it."

These statements can be applied to.all of our educational institutions, for they have been
adapting incrementally from what they were when,only a tiny fraction of our people went to
schools to current expectations that schooling should be available to virtually ever-yone. During this
brief time, we have lost our conseinili on what schooting is all about, lost our clarity about the aims
of education, and about the purposes of life. Most of all we have lost our wit and our will for con-
ducting systematic inquiries and discussions about these matters. We are out of touch with the great
traditional streams of thought from Plato, the Jesuits, Montagne, and Rousseau; Dewey seems to
have left only a partial imprint of what he was trying to teach us.

I would close these brief remarks by arguing that a leavening of philosophers be incorporated
into every cohort of Fellows, and that one of the central and persistent themes of the Advanced
Study Center be the development of a better rationale than we have now for the extension of
vocational and all educational services by the state, for we are in perilous times for all of our educa-
tional institptions. A part of the peril can be traced to a shifting in the balance between two basic
values of our societyliberty and the writings of John Locke; the latter derives from the French
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Revolution and the writings of Rousseau. They are both woven solidly into the fabric of our
government and into the institutions we have devised to increase knowledge, morality, and civility.
These values are in conflict, and that conflict has provided much of the dynamic tension that has
kept this country great. These two basic values were listed first and second by the Commission on
National Goals, They are so deeply identified with our political parties that President Eisenhower,
who creafed the Commission, always listed liberty first (as did the Commission) but President
Kennedy always listed equality first. Yet we know they are interdependent in our lives; the
rejection of one or the other is not an option open either to individuals or to institutions in our
society.

Earlier in this century, liberalism began with protection of individual.liberties,,rights of
property, and civil rights, then turned to favoring government growth and government remedies
for social and economic reforms. There are now in the 1970s increasing signs of liberalism swinging
back to its traditional,concerns with curbs on government; to protection of individual liberties,
property rights, and civil rights from government intrusion; and more especially in this decade, from
raging inflation for which government is being blamed. What this means in terms of education and
specifically for vocational education is not yet clear, but it needs to be talked about, and professional
philosophers can help such talk to be more civil, more'orderly in its approach, and more cumulative
in its effects on our knowledge than it is likely to be without them.

I am aware of a long tradition in education which seeks to rationalize our needs, our beliefs,
and our institutions aimed at vocational competence. David Snedden, beginning his work at
Stanford early in this century and continuing later at Teachers College, made significant contribu-
tions that need updating. Certainly, Dewey's work speaks eloquently to this field of study and
needs to be re-examined in this context.

Harry S. Broudy, of the University of Illinois, is a philosopher of education who has more
recently given thought to this matter. I am most grateful to him for sharing with me the paper he
prepared for the conference in Nashville on March 9, 1977, "Toward a Theory of Vocation,
Education." I am also aware of other efforts to clarify the goals, policies, organization, curriculum,
and methods, of teaching and learning that might further our effectiveness in developing occupational
competence, not only by the group based at the University of Minnesota, but elsewhere as well.
What I am arguing for is the deliberate infusion into the intellectual life of the Advanced Study
Center and with each cohort of Fellows a small cadre of professional philosophers, deliberately
recruited for the task of helping us clarify our aims in vocational education, for if we understand
better what we are trying to do, we ought to be able to do it better. This, I would think, should
provide an intellectually stimulating theme for the Advanced Study Center to contemplate for a
long time to come.
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EDUCATION AND WORK: ISSUES FOR THE 1980s

by Sar A. Levitan*

,
Forecasters, like magicians, are taught never to show what is up their sleeves. The mystery

would vanish if the general public saw how the trick was done. Departing from this sound practice,
let me come clean and list my basic assumptions about the 1980s before I get to my assignment.
In doing so, I am not betraying the secrets of the soothsayer's trade. I am doing so because I am in
Pogo's position. I am sure you remember what Pogo found when he met the enemy: he is us! I, am
in the same position right now. We are talking about the 1980s, but it is no longer the distant future
-.it is right with us. Yet this also has some advantages. Instead of just speculating about the far-off
future, we can speak with a higher degree of certainty about the 1980s.

Unless cataclysmic changes ocecur in our society, we can assume for the time being that things
will continue in a more or less orderly fashion. Some information is at hand as to what is going to
happen in the 1980s. If my assumptions are correct, they may suggest some items for a research
agenda for this center.

As a starting point, let me make several assumptions about the fields of work and education
in the 1980s. You will be the best judge of whether my assumptions are on the mark.

I anticipate only very minor changes in the nature of work during the 1980s. The production
technology for the 1980s is already with us, for the most part. Of course, it will continue to change,
but the nature of work does not shift so easily or rapidly. For example, an assembly line represents
a major fixed capital investment. The speed of technological innovation is bound by real financial
constraints. Therefore, the nature of work is not going to be far different from what we know today.

I think that the trend toWards longer education will continue. Since I am talking on a univer-
sity campus, I should say higher education, but let us call it what it really islonger education. It is
not that longer education is needed (and I know this is a dangerous thing to say to a group of
professors), butthe fact is that we do not know what to do with the kids and we would face even
more unemployment if all of them tried to enter the iabor.force. Instead, we have decided to send
them off to nice, respectable aging vats. Rather than starting to work as they should at age fourteen
and earlier, they will start working at age twenty or later. A prosperous society can afford it. Mean-
while, we have the bodies at the university.

As far as vocational education is concerned, the military is a very important competitor. We
will assume without perfect knowledge that the size of the military will remain at roughly 2.1 million
people. This means that every year the military will syphon off about 400,000 youngsters. Instead
of providing vocational education through the civilian educational institutions, it will be provided by
the militarywhich is mostly outside of our own spheres.

Director, the Center for Social Policy Studies, George Washington University.
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The military is going to be a very important factor. Again, assuming that no cataclysmic
changes occur in America and the world, 2.1 million people (give or take 100,000) are going to
remain a constant factor.

We will not be able to afford as much early retirement. In other words, those of you who are
now in your thirties or forties might quit dreaming about early retirement and going off to play at
age fifty dr fifty-five. The armed forces retires its officers at age forty-five, and enlisted personnel
even younger. Federal government workers can retire at age fifty-five. But I do not think we will be
able to afford this type of early retirement. We are going to have to work a little longer. Therefore,
I would say that the pace of early retirement is going to slow down, and we may eVen see some
reversals.

The position of youth in the work force is going to face some real changes in the 1980s. That
is not speculationit is a matter of record. The birth rate declined in the 1960s; therefore, by the
1980s we,will have fewer teenagers. In 1962 the absolute number of people born in the Un,Od States
started to drop. We now have, compared with the 4.3 million that were born in 1962, about-31,
million births per year. Whether the number of births is going to continue to decline is a matter of
speculation. But as far as the 1980s are concerned, that means that beginning with 1980 we are going
to see a decline in eighteen-year-olds. This trend will continue over the decade, io we are going to
face a smallet supply of youngsters.

I think it is appropriate to examine what these assumptions mean for research and planning.
Although they are not going to solve all our problems, they can help in examining a problem and
coping with it. We discussed earlier in the conference whether this center should focus en research
or other areas. I do not see how you can avoid focusing on researchif you want to affect policy,
you had better focus ontresearch. So what are the research implications based on the assumption
that I have just made?

Let me list issues and see what they could mean. First of all, I think we will have to consider
the question: 'does vocational education pay off? According to some of the powers that be, it does
not. In an age of Proposition 13, this is a very important issue. If the bucks are not going to be
there, or be there in less quantity, then obviously there are going to be attempts to examine the
cost effectiveness of the various programs. Which parts can we cut off and which should be continued?
I hate to remind you of Ca lifano's recent pronouncement on the subject. In preparing my notes for .

this seance, I looked over what he said the other day.

Let me read some of his statement to you. "Vocational education is one of the Department's
least effective programs, and federal funding should be held level or reduced." That is a direct quote
from the Secretary's letter to the Honorable Daniel Flood. There are all sorts of studies coming out
from HEW which claim to show that vocational educbtion does not pay off. There is a very real risk
facing people in vocational education. Unless the taxpayers show a change in their priorities, the
seven or more fat years of education will be over, for the most part. If we do not have as much money
for education, the least effective will be cut firstand drastically.

.The question of whether or not vocational education pays off involves more than simplistic
economic notions. Cost.benefit analysis is more of an art than a scienceand I would like to see the
data on which Secretary Cali fano based his remarkable assertion. For example, I think we need more
information on the dynamics of labor markets. How do people get in the labor force and how do
they get acclimated there? For these questions, I think we need more longitudinal studies to find out
the dynamics of entry into and adjustment to the work force.
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Since wt4re meeting on the campus where the longitudinal labor force studies are housed, I
think that we could be helped right here by the national longitudinal survey peopleProfessors
Herb Parnes and Michael Borus. With longitudinal studies, you can build up your own cost-benefit
analysis. It is time that we stopped believing that we can measure cost and benefits. What w eed
is more information about the economics of thellabor market. This is a researchable issue, gtid I
believe that the gathering of the data deserves te attention and consideration of this Cent r.

Related to this, of course, is the followirAissue: Should we invest in voCational educatio"n at
the high school level at all? As long as we pursue longer and longer education, which isone of my
assumptions, should we f!ostpone vocational traOing for later yeal s? Should Ferris College in
Michigan be the wave oflhe future? Youngsters desiring to learn a trade would complete a general
high school cOurse and then study vocational education in college and get a B.A. in auto mechanic*
There is no reason why we should offer a B.A. in economics and not in auto mechanics. Scre miet
even argue that society needs more of the latter. This may be a possibility for the future if wp can
invest 4n higher education despite the trend, so we will need better dynamic research on hOw people
get acclimated in the labor force. It will take time to do the research, but we should plan for the
future. ,-

i
Anotsher closely related issue is productivity. We do not know whether vocational education

contributes to productivity. Since authors of productivity are college professors, they will tell you
that education pays off, and that is a very reasonable assumption. They figured it out with one of
those black boxes economists use. However can we get any data to support their assumptions that
educationin particular vocational educatio does pay off? The subject deserves very careful study.
We know productivity has declined in the las± decade or so. If you take a look at the postwar period,
you will find that annual productivity gains were about three percent per work our during the first
two decades following World War II. During the last decade, the rate of increase hs declined to
.about half that level while our investments in education keep on rising.

I suspect one of the things that we are not doing when we measure productivity is counting
all social output. For example, prior to EPA, industrial plants could pollute the air for free. Now
firms must make capital investments to clean up the air. Well, our productivity meagures would show
that total input to produce the same level of output have gone up. This would indicate productivity
decline. But society is also getting more output. Not only does it get a ton of, say, steel, but it also

, gets clean air Zhich is less prone to cause cancer. Just like cost-benefit analysis, productivity estimates
depend on what you count and who does the counting. There is also the problem of measuring
prodUctivity in the growing service-producing part of the economy. How do you measure the pro-
ductivity of a teacher? It is easy to double the "productivity" of teachers; instead of having twenty-
five in a class you make it fifty, and then you double the productivity. The measures that we haVe
are inadequate and misleading. How do you measure productivity when you go into a restaurapt?
Again, you can have one waiter or waitress for five tables, or you can have one for twenty. But most
of us are ready to pay more mongy to have the ratio of one for five tables. How do you really
measure services, except in terms of money? I do not know the antwer to that, but if we-cannot
point out how education pays off, then it is time that we start designing new measurements. ,

Another very important point concerns the relationship of additional education to productiyity
gains. The economy needs workers who can read, spell, and do simple numbers. But in our society,
we produce every year aboufa million B.N.s, 300,000 M.A.s, and some 40,000 Ph.D.s. I am not
sure that we will be able to show dramatic productivity gains,due to added educational investments.
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Another very real issue is: will we have enough bodies? Vocational education is going to face
competition frlion several sources. If my assumptiOn that the armed forces are going to continue at
the level of 2.1 million is correct, then that mean_s, h military will draw roughly 400,000 young-
stersboys and increasingly girlsfrom the civilian ed cational system or work force. The military
is not the only competitor of the vocational educator. onger education offers an even greater
threat. The number of youths is going to decline in the years ahead, and the colleges and universities
are going to comPete with .vocational education in trying tp draw them away-, Employers will also
compete with vocational educators. Right now, we have a of kids and teenagers terminating
their education with a high school diploma or at age sixteen seventeen before they complete high
school. They find it hard to land a job. But in the 1980s, there\will be less of them, and the economy
may operate closer to its full potential. Employers could turn tOeenage workers with a greater
enthusiasm to meet production requirements. Vocational educat&s will have to compete with the
military, universities, and private employers, raising the spectre: where will the bodies come,from?

This brings me to the next question. Is vocational education ready to change its ways of doing
things? In other words, there may be bodies there, but they will not necessarily be the types of
bodies to which weare accustomed. They will not be the sixteen- to eighteen-year-olds; they will
be the women who have their babies and who are returning to the labor force. If we are going to
have cor tinued high divorce rates and household breakups, and if women continue to reenter the
work force, then we are going to have to train or retrain these people. Is the vocational education
fraternity (or Sorority) equipped to serve them?

Also, there is a yeiy closely related group of persons on welfare. This issue is completely non-
partisan. Richard Nixon and Jimmy tarter tried to reform welfare by placing the recipients in jobs.
Carter was ready to spend billions of dollars to create the jobs. Essentially the challenge is to pull
people from welfare into work. Most of them are poorly prepared for work. The reason they are on
welfare is that they are poorly educated, unskilled, and very frequently have personal problems.
Instead of trying for excellence, is vocational education ready to take in these people who are on
the margin of society? This is a hard problem, but I think that it is one of the challenges for the
1980s even more than it has been for the 1970s. If vocational education can help develop these
people and reclaim them, then we can.also reform welfare.

What data do we need for vocational education? In connection with my work on the National
Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics; I asked Gene Bottoms, Executive
Director of AVA, what occupational data do we need? We got a shopping list that would have
created full employment for statisticians for the 1980s and even longer! What occupational data do
we really need? How do we develop ocCupational skills? This is an issue to which an advanced study
center can address itself.

I findthat I have exhausted my time, although I have not exhausted the issues. Thank you.
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EDUCATION AND WORK: ISSUES FOR THE 1980s

by Joan L. Wills*

Not long ago I had an opportunity to sOend two days with a respected group of researchers
and practitioners who are implementing and evaluating employment and training experiments
funded under the youth title of the CETA legislation. One of the speakers, Bob Shrank of the Ford
Foundation, simultaneously lightened and enlightened the conference with his presentation. He
said two things that made me think about my assignment at this conference. First, he noted that
policy-makers need to be able to synthesize vast amounts of information; and second, after all of
the research is completed, often before all the answers are final, policy-makers have to play out
their own hunches in determining future policies they wieh to pursue.

I want to share with you a few of my hunches about what the education and training issues
will be in the next decade. I am gRing to talk about hunches for a variety of reasons. First, I am not
in the academic research business, so it would be foolish tti stand before you and suggest that I have
'a mandate to do primary research, or perfect a set of hypotheses for detailed analysis, or that even
the organization from whence. I draw my primary income has such a mandate. New knowledge
breakthroughs on human and/or political behavior is out of our scope of work. We do have within
our organization a component called the Center for Policy Analysis and Research. A portion of my
function falls under the aegis of this center. Wearing the center hat, we do versions of research and
policy analysis which I think perform a very useful public policy function; in essence, we collect
and identify information on what is happening (and/or not happening) within the states on a wide
range of issues. Considering that the federal government has absolutely no capacity to perform such
functions within our current intergovernmental set of confusing reporting systems, the function is
hardly irrelevant. This explanation is a long way of telling you that some of the hunches I am going
to discuss are based on a somewhat systematic set of observations. My other set of sources for the
hunches is admittedly somewhat less systematically derived but perhaps more trustworthy. I spend
a great deal of my time traveling throughout this great land of ours, goirk from one hotel to another,
sitting in conferences, talking some, but making every effort to listen. The listening component is
what I will attempt to synthesize to tell you about my hunches.

1. It is.my hunch that the federal government, once the primary consensus-builder
mechanism, has lost the capacity to provide such leadership. We will continue down our
luxurious path of self-flagellation in this country and identify all the things that are
wrong with both our education system and our employment and training policies, and
never spend one-fourth of one percent oAisther our intellect or our fiscal resources
identifying the positive aspect of whit- our combined systems have done for our society.
There are few mechanisms in this country which provide a forum in a nonconfrontation
way for individuals and organizations to bu ild coalitions around common issues affecting
policy.

" Director, Employment and Vocational Training Programs, National Governors' Association,
Washington, D.C.
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This latter observation regarding the lost leadership capacity of the federal government
transcends any.blame. Hopes raised in the Great Society programs of the 1960s spawned a wide
proliferation of single-issue interest lobbying groups that have become the predominant force(s)
demanding corrective legislative action..For example, interest groups representing the handicapped
(normally with no help and predominantly passive resistance from federal, state, and local govern-
mental leadership) have fought for and received legislatidn establishing their rights for a full
education, including physical access. The growth in federal domestic expenditures this past year
has been' in areas pushed by single, special-interest groups. Those of you Who track the federal
budget may remember that this past year the two big growth items for FUnction 500 were programs
for the elderly and handicapped.

This observation is made not to suggest that organizations representing the handicapped or the
elderly have been misdirected. On the contrary, they have learned that fighting for and implementing
programs which help fulfill the promise of their rights is a Alecessary part of the American political
process. Unfortunately, along the way they learned to distrust the elected and appointed public
leaders at all levels of government.

2. My hunch is that for only a few more years will such single-purpose interest groups be
the driving force behind major new legislative initiatives for a fairly straightforward set
of reasons.

a. The rights not to be discriminated against are now predominately "in place." As a
matter of fact, they are so much "in place" that only white AAglo-Saxon, non-
veteran, nondisabled males between the ages of 25 and 45 are not now members of
a protected group.

b. NA wide range of program models have sprung up all over the country to implement
the programs which are the result of such establishment-of-rights legislation, and
we will spend the next decade filtering what works and what does not out of those
program models.

In other words, our country has come a long way, particularly in the past twenty-five years. It
is probably difficult for any young student today to even comprehend what history teachers mean
when they discuss a laissez-faire form of government.

We have also come a long way in providing access mechanisms for all those who desire some
type of formal postsecondary training. Not only do we have firmly established income targeted
enTitlement programs like the Basic Education Opportunity Grants (BEOG), but we have a network
of postsecondary institutions. That was not true even a decade ago. In a recently completed survey
of the CETA-financed rural employment and training programs, in all but one or two instances
access to a training facility was not identified as a major barrier anywhere. This is a situation which
has dramatically reversed itself in the past ten to fifteen years, in large part due to the vocational
education system. What happens inside the facilities, however, poses part of the agenda for the
next decade.

3. Teachers, counselors, administrators, and employers are concerned about the lack of
motivation on the part of many students and, in particular, those students whose origins
are in the protected groups mentioned earlier. We will have to do betthr. Much is begin-
ning to happen. Fueled by the increased financing available under the Youth Employment
and Demonstration Projects Act, schools and community groups are vastly expanding
role model, high-support counseling systems. Peers are supporting peersschool counselors
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and teachers, still the core of the education system, are emphasizing quality learning
for students to participate in our competitive labor'market system.,We are not by any
means operating perfected systems, but I anticipate that when Congress reviews the
Youth Title of CETA two years from now, we are going to have identified a wide range
of viable working models which will become a part of the system which will indeed
improve the motivation of individuals.

4. Not only will we see increased utilization of adult and peer model zounseling systems,
we,will hopefully see established courses in career opportunities and job readiness. It is
really amazing that we have curriculum designs for teaching people how to cook and
drive, but we have no courses or mini-courses to teach young people how to make career
choices, show them how to prepare for the labor market, or eyen explain to them what
the labor market is and hov st operates. Another perhaps less polite way of saying this
is, guidance counselors will have to be more than just teachers moved out of the classroom.
They are going to need to be retrained to developlbetter understanding of tke needs of
ernployers.

5. Career or occupational information systems are going to grow. Hopefully not all will be
cornposites of computer printouts that have no life to them, but grow they will. This
growth of systems, in part, will continue to be driven by attempts to eliminate sex
stereotyping in training programs.

Women still are clustered in twenty occupations in our 13bor market. It is statistically
impossible that all female children, by conscious choice, separate themselves out and
determine that maximum potential is to work as nurses, teachers, social workers,
secretaries, retail clerks, waitresses and the like. The pressure is going to stay on to expand
young women's horizons.

6. Curriculums, no matter how refined and detailed; are not sufficient for course,content.
We will be seeking new ways to package and incorporate the other ingredients such as
motivational counseling, teaching, andlearning about career options, and providing career
exploration work situations. It is my projection that such activities will be the primary
focuspf the secondary school system.

7. There will be a further decrease in actual technical training at the secondary level and a
continued increase and lengthening of time for skill training at the post-secondary level.
This dill be due, in part, to the unspoken need to limit participation in the labor force
and the employers desire to have a more highly trained work force knocking on their
doors. This hunch will alsc spin off another issue, an increasing concern about the
limited mobiHty options trained workers perceive that they have, . I know too little about
this complicated subject, but I anticipate it will be a growing concern and one that
government can do little about.

8. We will see growing debate, and perhaps further expansion of programs in our employment
and training system approaching an entitlement concept. Let me explain. We already have
two major demonstrations either underway or ready to be launched which basically
guarantee individuals with specific income criteria an opportunity for a job or training.
The first is the entitlement demonstration for youth who stay or re-enroll in school. The
second, well along in the planning process, is the fifteen sites of welfare reform demon-
stration projects. What we learn from those two initiatives in the next two years will have,
I beheve, a`tdrarnatic influence on the implementation of the Full Employment Act of
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1978.. This act, not exactly the toothless tiger some portray it to be, requires that CETA
and other employment and training programs shall be used as mechanisms to provide jobs
or training for individuals unable to obtain jobs in the private sector.

9. Such a premise raises yet another major policy issue.I think will have to be debated in
the next decade, perhaps best defined as the universal coverage issue, versus the targeting
of resources issue to those individuals "most in need." This issue directly impacts on
education's role in and relationships with funding sources such as CETA, which are now
all iticome targeted to particular segments of our society. A real danger exists that unless
a careful meshing takes place between the funding sources, we face the possibility that
CETA will become a mechanism which perpetuates a second class of citizens, only
prov\iding jobs and training opportunities for the secondary labor market. It is an issue

,Which bears close watch.

10. My last hunch is that administrators, particularly educational administrators, will
continue to press and be pressed to increase their funding. Federal monies, in particular,
are going to be a limited or no-growth resource, and acrimonious feelings will abound.
For example, if my projections are correct that secondary schools will perform less
technical training than in the Past and that postsecondary systems will increase their
control over the labor market, then it seems reasonable to expect that when the vocational
education amendments are reviewed by Congress in two years, the administrative control
debates of 1976 will again surface. Therwwill continue to be turf fights between the CETA
prime sponsor network and the educational institutions, primarily over fund flow, not
mission clarification.

Well, you now have my list of hunches. It is obviously a "mixed signals" set of issues. I

tortunately did not interpret my assignment today as being one of providing answers, only attempt-
ing to raise some questions. I hope I have teased a few appetites of people who can help provide
answers.
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EVALUATING THE ADVANCED STUDY CENTER

by Henry M. Brickell*

As presently conceptualized, the National FacultY will serve as the
Advanced Study Center's major external resource whose collective
advice and recommendations.will carry an implicit expectation for
action.

That is'what the National Center staff says about the National Faculty. Of course, if those of
us on the National Faculty do not give any advice, then the Advanced Study Center cannot take it.
I would like you to join me in acting as a "major external resource."

A Major Shift in Evaluation Methodology

Those of us who specialize in evaluation know that the methods of evaluation have been
changing. For the non-evaluators in the audience, the change can be summarized as backing up
from the finish line where the evaluator formally stood and judged whether the race was won, to
earlier points in the race course where the evaluator now judges how the race was won, or to still
earlier points in the race course where the evaluator now judges the plan for running the race, or to
a still earlier point where the evaluator now judges whether the race is worth running.

All the new models for evaluationand much of the new methodology, the new acronyms,
and the new jargondeal with running alongside the runners and holding up a mirror to show them
how they are running, rather than waiting at the finish line to give them the bad news.

Of course, just looking in the mirror doesn't do any good if you don't know what good
running looks like. The runner or the evaluator or both need a standard, a template, a giant sheet
of clear plastic with sketches of good running to place over the mirror so both the runner and the
evaluator can judge performance against the standards sketched on the plastic. Actually, current
eaidation models require several sheets of clear plastic for evaluating successive stages in the race,
since good evaluation starts before tht. race begins and ends after the race finishes.

For simplicity, we can put the work of the Advanced Study Center in one column and the
work of the evaluation in a parallel column. As the Center runs down one track, the evaluators can
run alongside it down the other. Take these two columns.

Director, Policy Studies in Education. New York City.
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Alattonal Crotoi Activitios

1. Select the goals

2. Plan the work

3. Work the plan

4. Deliver the outcomes

v.shotinn Artivroos

1. Jud(e the goals

2. Judge the plan

3. Judge the work

4. Judge the outcomes

The advantage of this run-beside-the-runner approach to evaluation is that the evaluator can
actually help guarantee success rather than merely report failure. And that's what makes the
evaluation worth the money you pay for it. Like the good attorney, the evaluator keeps you out of
trouble.

The Source of Evaluation Standards

Where does the evaluator get the standards to sketch out on those giant sheets of clear plastic
the standards for judging the center's goals and its plan and its work and its outcomes? It gets
them from the National Faculty. Who knows better than we do what the Center should accOmplish
especially after hearing Bob Taylor's excellent recitation of social forces and social choicei'-set in
Herb Parnes' enlightened framework for developing human resources? If we do not know after
hearing Taylor's vivid display of alternative goals for the Center, who does know?

And who knows better than we do how the Center should be plannedespecially after hearing
Ralph Tyler, Gordoh Swanson, Mary Kievit, Cory Rieder, Keith Goldhammer, Dick Snyder, and
Torn James explain how a center should be planned? If we don't know after that, National Faculty,
who knows?

So we, the National Faculty, will supply the standards. Are you ready to do that? All right.
Let us go step by step.

Step 1. Setting the Standards

The Advanced Study Center selects the goals and the evaluator judges the goals. But first,
r gr t between those two, the National Faculty supplies the standards for judging the goals.

The Center has chosen the two goals of intellectual ideas and intellectual people. Tyler and
Swanson offered other goals. One they proposed was interdisciplinary activity. But perhaps they
simply meant that as a means for producing intellectual ideas and intellectual peoplea means, not
an end. Another they proposed was a continuing community of intellectuals after "graduation"
from the Center. Perhaps they meant that as a by-product rather than a main product of the Center's
existence. Another one proposed by Swanson was that the Center should provide an environment
for social experimentation. Perhaps he meant an environment for thinking about social experimentation.

And then other speakers suggested still other goals. Swanson and James urged the Center to
sponsor debate on educational and social philosophy. Keith Goldhammer said that vocational
educators are professionals, if not intellectuals, and that the Fellows should leave the Center as social
activists and as educational experimenters, even if not as intellectuals.
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We other members of the National Faculty have not bild the Center whether we agree with
{ Tyler and Swanson and Kievit and Rieder and James and Snyder and Goldhammer. Perhaps we can

subsume all of their suggestions under the two goals the Center has already adoptedintellectual
.ideas and intellectual people. We would, however, lose some of the interesting detail in the thinking
we have heard here in the Plenary Conference.

What is perhaps most significant is that the Center staff has not saidso far, at leastwhether
they will adopt these additiOnal ideas. Unless we as the National Faculty tell_the Center staff that
they should adopt them, the staff will presumably set out to produce two outcopes: intellectual
ideas and intellectual people.

Mary Kievit said that, we cannot separate those two outcomes. She said that only intellectual
people produce int ectual ideas and that only by producing intellecteal ideas do they become
intellectual aople. e sees the two as halves of a circle.

Actually, I think t would be fair to say that the National Faculty has already judged the twin
goals of producing inte tual ideas and intellectual people as worthy for the Center to accomplish.
If so, we have already perfo d part of Step 1 in the evaluation activity.

But I am not sure a majority of us would agree with the Center staff about collecting the
intellectual ideas of the Fellows as they file out the door at the end of their year in the Center. The
Center's descriptive brochure speaks about that in very firm language:

... each is expected.to prepare at least one monograph or some similar product
that is indicative onhe Fellow's major effort while at the Advanced Sti.dy Center.
Monographs are expected to be completed upon termination of the fellowship
experience or shortly thereafter ... The monographs should, however, reflect the
major accomplishments of the Fellow while in residence at the Advanced Study
Center so that the profession can benefit in short order from the work completed.

That statement emphasized the importance of getting the intellectual ideas harvested in the final
week of the fellowships or shortly thereafter. There is an additional statement in the brochure which
you should consider before deciding whether you lgree that each Fellow should be required to turn
in at least one monograph at the end of the fellowship.

It is not necessarily intended that monographs reflect the end result of the
Fellow's work. Indeed, many Fellows utilize their time at the Advanced Study
Center to focus on one or more facets of a larger or longer-term effort.

Let us have a show of hands. How many of us agree with the goal of getting short-term intellec-
tual products from ail Fellows? Well, I see that we are badly split on that issue, but not quite evenly
split, and that most of us disagree with requiring an immediate monograph from each Fellow. Perhaps
we feel that such a practice would violate the spirit of collegial work on a significant long-term
problem while in residence and is too much like the standard requirement for a dissertation as a
condition of receiving a doctorate. No matter how we voted on the question of an immediate mono
graph, we all recognize that the Center intends to offer a postidoctoral experience for most Fellows.

Now that demonstrates one way to evaluate goalsask the best people in the country what the
Center should accomplish. Of course, there are other ways, such as:

G having the National Faculty tell the Center staff at the end of the day after we have
met with the Fellows to review their planswhat we think of the intellectual products
the Fellows propose to produce this year.
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having the National Advisory Council to the Center (not the Faculty, but the Council)
review one-page abstracts of the Fellows' plans and evaluate their importance.

developing a list of fifty topics, including the fourteen which the Fellows propose to
work on, and poll state and local vocational education leaders nationwide to see
whether they vette the fourteen to the top of the list ahead of the other thirty-six.
That is, run a competition to measure the relative importance of what the Fellows
propose to accomplish.

Whatever the method, evaluating goals is important. When Corinne Rieder was at the National
Institute of Educatidn, she had my staff take fourteen different evaluation reportseach one
evaluating a different facet of one projectand interview some sixty-five government officials and
professional leaders to see which report they would prefer. Their top choice was the one evaluating
the project's goals (were they worth accomplishing?). One HEW official who had occasional contact
with Congress explained why. "Congress doesn't expect us to cure cancer," he said, "but they do
expect us to work on it." My first question about this NIE projectin feel, about any HEW project
is whether they are working on something important.

I'm talking about the importance of evaluating goals and evaluating them very earlypreferably
before the Center even opens, And so, National Faculty, if you have not told the Center staff what
you think they should accomplish, tell them. They expect us to be their major external resource.

Step 2.\ Planning the Work

The Center plans its work and the evaluator judges the plan. Would you like to serve as
evaluators now? Then let us proceed in this manner.

4

The Center has laid out a plan for its work. That plan can be judged with standards which the
. National Facuity can supply. Drawn from recommendations made by Dick Snyder, Ralph Tyler,
Gordon Swanson, Tom James, and Keith Goldharnmer yesterday, here are twenty possible standards
the Advanced Study Center might utilize:

1. Get permanent funding for the Center. Maybe get it from the Ohio State University
overheadsomething that will be there until the end of the century.

2. Get a distinguished interdisciplinary intellectual leader to run the Center. We could
add that the director should be nationally known or internationally known because
that would help recruit outstanding fellows.

3. Develop a separate plan for each Fellow's work at the Center. It could be a kind of
individual education plan, taking into account the Fellow's capacities and interests.

4. Offer common experiences for all Fellows, bringing them all together for some
tasks despite the diversity of their individual studies.

5. Have Fellows participate in various projects being conducted at the National Center,
working jointly with National Center personnel. There are, as we know, dozens of
significant projects currently underway in this building.

6. Have fellows take courses at Ohio State University. There are, of course, thousands
of such courses.
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7. Have Fellows attend seminars sponsored by the Center, dealing with such topics
as federal policy and law for vocational education, state trends in vocational
education, critical issues of youth policy in vocational education research.

8. Balance concern T6r long-term and short-term outcomes. That could apply both to
producing intellectual ideas and to producing inteilecWal people.

9. Encourage some short-term policy analyses. The Center might encourage some
Fellows to do that, if not all.

10. Provide good physical space and support se vices for Fellows. That would include
spaces suitable for.concentrated study, se tarial services, and telephones.

11. Recruit Fellows to match the purposes of the Center. That is, rather than choosing
Fellows and accommodating to their purposes, choose purposes and select Fellows
who want to accomplish them.

12. Go outside vocational education for a large proportion of Fellows. The Center
brochure itself lists areas such as employment policy, labor economics, sociology of
work, worker satisfaction, apprenticeship training, and career development.

13. Build a roster of potential future Fellows. That could help with long-term recruitment
and would allow the Center to bring together in a particular year a group of Fellows
who would profit from working together.

14. Use specialists to screen applicants. That is, have prospective Fellows screened by
people qualified to judge whether the Fellows and their proposed projects merit a
term at the Center. (Some National Faculty members assisted in selecting the
present fourteen Fellows.)

15. Invite carefully selected interdisciplinary teams for specific years. The idea would
be to bring together groups of people who could work as colleagues on related topics.

16. Select only the very best, well-known, firmly established scholars in the early years
so as to establish the Center's reputation. In later years, the Center could offer
fellowships tOlyounger people with great promise.

17. Select Fellows who can direct both their own work and that of others. This is
presumably a corollary of seeking established scholars who already hold doctorates
and are engaged in advanced study.

18. Adopt a desirable age distribution for the Fellows, mixing young and old. The object
would be to combine wisdom and experience with new and untried ideas.

19. Avoid long tenure for Fellows. That is, do not offer multiple-year fellowships.
20. Promote the careers and the products of the Fellows after they leave the Center.

The Center should not ahandon its alumni.

Those are only twenty standards. I heard perhaps ten others; I expect to hear ten more before
the conference is over.

Without polling you on your views about each standard, let me get some idea of how well we
agree as a National Faculty about a few of the standards. Take these as examples:
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F 4. Offer common experiences for all Fellows, bringing them all together
for some tasks despite the diversity of their individual studies.

-. i--

Tom James and Dick Snyder do not agree about whether those common experiences should
be mandatory or voluntary for the Fellows. James would have the Center arrange them but would
make them strictly optional; each Fellow could decide whether to take part. Snyder, on the other
hand, did not make them sound optional; he made them sound expected if not mandatory. Snyder
said he would use those common experiences deliberately to build an interdisciplinary professional
fraternity which would outlast the Fellows' year in the Center. You.remember that Snyder advo-
cated having Fellows act as groups of clinicians to outsiders with problems andact as peer teachers
and co-therapists to each other. It.sounded like he would drive the Fellows together, one way or
another.

How many of theJJational Faculty would make all group experiences strictly optionalif
there were loners among the Fellows, they could skip the group work? How many of the National
Faculty would urge, if not Mandate, participation in group work by all Fellows? All right. We don't
agree, but by a small majority we favor having the Fellows take part in common experiences, even
if they are reluctant to do it.

Center staff, remember that Snyder emphasized group work experienceshaving the Fellows
act as clinicians or peer teachers or co-therapistsnot merely group social experiences. Evidently,
Snyder believes that group work is essential for building the permanent interdisciplinary professional
fraternity he wants the fellows to become.

5. Have Fellows participate in various projects being conducted at the
National Center, working jointly with National Center personnel.
There are, as we know, dozens of significant projects currently
underway in this building.

That was one of Keith Goldhammer's bits of advice. The National Center has dozens of experts
working on dozens of projects. A Fellow could spend a year, or a lifetime, working on National
Cr:nter projects.

How many of the National Faculty would encourage the Fellows to take some part in the
ongoing work of the National Center, particularly projects relating to their own inquiry? How many
would discourage the Fellows from doing that, working on the assumption that the Fellows came
here to accomplish their own purposes and should concentrate on those? Again, we disagree. But a
majority of us would not have the Fellows participate in National Center projects, but would instead
say to them, "You came here with an idea; you wouldn't be here othervvise; work on your idea."
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6. Have Fellows take courses at Oflo State University. There are, of
course, thousands of such courses.

41,

ct,

Would you encourage Fellows to take courses? Would you discourage Fellows from taking
courses? Again, we disagree. But a majority of us would discourage taking courses.

Have Fellows attend seminars sponsored by,thenter, dealing with
such topics asfederal policy and law foroational education, state
trends in vocational education, critical issues of youth policy in
vocational education and in society, and problems in conducting
vocational education research.

How many of you would have the Center sponsor seminars arid encourage, if not require,
Fellows to attend? How many would not,? All right. Most of usbut again, not all of usfavor such
seminars and we favor having the Fellows attend.

15.. Invite carefully selected interdisciplinary teams for specific years. The
idea would be to bring together groups of people who could work as
colleagues on related topics.

how many are in favor? How many are opposed? Once again, we are splitthis time about .

fifty-fifty.

16. Select only the very best, well-known, firmly established scholars in
the early years so as to establish the Center's reputation. In later years,
the Center could offer fellowships to younger people with great
promise.

Do you agree with that? Do you disagree with that? Almost all of us agree. Center staff, take
note, because if the National Faculty agrees about anything, it must be extremely important. We
are advising you to take the cream of the crop when selecting Fellows in the early years. The Center
is out to make a reputation for itself, to be a place anyone would be proud to come to. The only
way to do that\ts by selecting outstanding Fellows at the beginning.
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17. Select Fellows who can direct both their own work and that of others.
This is presumably a corollary of seeking established scholars who
already hold doctorates and are engaged in advanced inquiry.

Who agrees with that? Almost everybody. Again, Center staff, the National Faculty agrees that
it is very important to select Fellows who have established habits of scholarly inquiry and can guide
others in forming similar habits.

Polling the National Faculty. Given the substantial disagreement among the members of the
National Faculty on those sample standards for evaluating the Center's work plan, I would recom-
mend that .the Center staff conduct a systematic poll of the National Faculty to find our views on
these and other matfers of central concern to the Center. Perhaps you should use the Delphi tech-
nique to converge as Well as to discover our opinions. Issues that cannot be resolved that way
probably should be placed on the agenda for a future National Faculty meeting.

Evaluating the Center's work plan. Once the standards are established, someone has to deter-
mine whether the Center's work plan meets those standards. There are several ways to find out,
including these:

Poll the National Faculty.

Poll the Fellows.

Appoint a board of visitors to spend a week at the Center finding out.

Appoint a National Faculty member to spend a month at the Center finding out.
Have the Center staff perform a self-assessment.

Have the Natiunal Center internal evaluation team perform an assessment.

All of the above.

Remember: the purpose of evaluating the Center's plan now is to help guarantee success later on.
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THE NATIONAL FACULTY RESOURCE

by Robert E. Taylor*

If we were to rewrite the Advanced Study Center program, I would still title my comments
The National Faculty Resource because I view you as a resource. We believe you have been a
valuable resource up until ,now and we hope you will continue to be one. We have listened to your
suggestions. We may not yet have internalized all that has been said; arid we may not yet have
achieved a balance of differing points of view, but hopefully we have set the stage for continuing
tO benefit from your talents and inputs.

At this point, we owe you a sense of where we are, where we are headed, and how you can
c6ntinue to help us. If you do not feel comfortable with what I say, I hope you will write and share
your ideas. I have given you some background information on the Advanced Study Center and the
National Center itself. Perhaps you will receive some additional insight as to why we are doing
what we are with respect to Nationkl Center activities.

must remind you that we are dealing with public dollars. The climate is such that we must
provide evidenceboth short-range and long-termthat shows impact and that demonstrates the
relative benefits that grow out of this investment (as contrasted with other ways in which the feceral
government could invest its money).

As a precondition to our award, the Office of Civil Rights conducted an audit pf the entire
University. As a condition for our Year II option, which is upcoming, there will be another
University-wide review. Additionally, federal auditors have visited the National Center seventeen
days during the past year and have included their results in GAO repom flyer the past several years.

The paragraph in the Request for Proposals specifyinge scope of study for the Advanced
Study Center reads as follows:

The Advanced Study Center Mll provide a wide range of opportunities for
professional growth and career development. The Advanced Study Center
program will extend the leadership capabilities of practicing state and local
vocational education leaders by aiding them in designing and improving
educational policies, by enabling these leaders to sharpen their skills to cope
with, manage, and provide leadership to the complex vocational education
enterprise. The program will be sharply focused and designed to meet both
the needs of individual participants and the national needs of vocational
education. The participants shall be recruited and selected on the basis of
established criteria and the committee (meaning the National Advisory
Council for the Center) shall provide advice regarding the establishment of
the criteria.

Executive Director, the National Center for Research in Vocatioital Education, the Ohio State
University.
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We have come a long way with respect to these goals and the evolutir of the Advanced Study
Center. We have benefited from meetings and other interactions with our own National Advisory
Council. We also have learned a great deal from interactions with you and comments from you.

We at the National Center proposed the idea of a National Faculty; it was not specified in the
RFP. We believed that we could assemble a group of people with differing backgrounds and benefit
from the perspectives that they would bring. This is happening. Some pf you have been skeptical
about your perspectives. You have indicated that you are not academicians, that you are not
researchers. I submit that you do have a unique perspective; a window on one part of the world
that is immensely useful to the Advanced Study Center Fellows. We need your assistance on a
continuing basis and we are going to find a way to make this happen. We need your suggestions on
-haw to accomplish this.

By way of context again, we were required to defend (in the technical questions of negotiations)
why we had separated tbernanagernent of the Advanced Study Center from that of the National
Academy forVocatio 100.iiiation. We were successful in convincing the U.S. Office of Education
that the Advanc tudy tenter needed a unique and independent posture. We maintained that
we did not ex ect the Fellows to engage in project work unless they saw it as useful to their objec-
tives asfellOws at the National Center. We must preserve the intpgrity of the Advanced Study Center
and dptfrnize its unique purpose in the vocational education.field. Here again, we need your help in
getermining the most logical rple for the Advanced Study Cénter and in thinking through some of
the policy,alternatives.

In many ways we were handicapped for a while after our designation as th National Center.
We had progressed six months into our contract activities before our National Advisory Council
was designated, so we have been playing a little bit of a "catch-up' with them. Also, I would like to
remind you that the overall National Center enterprise has been in operation since January 16, 1978.
Since that time we have i0entified a National Faculty, recruited a group of Fellows, provided staff
for th'ese two groups, and convened a plenary session of the National Faculty. We would like to have
had the luxury of a year of planning. We also wish that we could make commitments for Fellows in
the third and fourth years of the contract. Even though the legislation talked about a five-year
commitment, we are under a contrac'trái mold that permits the federal government to exercise
options each year. We have no way of makingcommitments for future year activities. We do plan
to develop a candidate pool. We do plan to identify preferences for candidates for years ahead so
that we can take as much advantage of lead time and planning as possible.

There has been a lot of discussion about goals for the Advanced Study Center. Again, I would
appreciate your response on this. It seems that, given the public support and the responsibilities we
have for trying to improve vocational education programs, the bottom line elements of *assessing an
Advanced Study Cènter.have got to be the degree to which we impact on problems of national
significance.

We will have to tolerate certain actions on the part of the sponsor and recognize the amount
of time that is needed to demonstrate that impact. But I see the bottom line as an inescapable
obligation. if the bottom line or most important goal is to impact on problems of nationil significance,
it follows that we ought to attract the most mature and advanced scholars that we can. That is our
obligation, and that is yourobligation. We hope to continue involving you in the processes of
recruitrnent'and nomination of Fellows. Many of you are administering programs that are staffed
with people who ought4o-bedvanced Study Center Fellows. Many of you ought to become
Fellows. I hope that you will carsider that particular obligation very seriously. It seems that we
will have the following charar<tOistics: (1) an understanding of the critical issues in vocational
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education that have national significance; (2) new ideas and an understanding of the broad context
of problems; and (3) a knowledgeable bridge between disciplines and jurisdictions.

There has been some discussion with respect to outputs. Given the nature of public support
and time lines that the National Center, vocational education legislation, and other dimensions
provide in terms of accountability, we have to expect outputs as a focus of study.

-JP
Learning is goal-oriented; it needs to be purposeful. It seems to me that this purpose needs to

be known. If we are going to impact on problems of national significance and get to the heart of
some ot the critical issues, we ought to know the problems at the beginning of the Advanced Study
Fellow's year of studyrather than finding out at the end. We also ought to attract and.identify a
group of peoPle who are studying problems that are closely related.

Additionally, products tr monographs that result from studies are methods for sharing insights
that have been gained by the Fellows. They also offer a basis for dialogue and discussion in the
profession. Hopefully, plans are malleable and can be shaped after interaction with Fellows and with
professionals.

Common experiences are essential. The diversity you request in the composition of the
Advanced Study Fellow group is evident in this first set of individuals. I point out, too, that there
are very few "born-again vokies" in that group. Given that diversity, we need common problems,
issues, and points of discussion that force the bridging of disciplines and foster the establishment
of some common language/and insights. These individuals have unique talents and scholarly tools
that they can use to address some of our major problems in vocational education. Since their
experiences have been largely outside the field of vocational education, they do need to gain a sense
of the problem context within which they will be applying their scholarly skills.

The policy for financial support which we have set up for th4dvanced Study Center Fellows
is based on their last year's salary, that is, the last complete contract yea?,in which they were
employed. Their support base at the National Center goes up to a maximuM of $32,000. If you do
not agree with that policy, let me hear from you. I think $32,000 (maxinium) can purchase a lot
of talent; I don't think it needs to be any higher. I would like to think that the institutions that
employ these individuals on a regular basis could contribute to that amount, if the Fellow's annual
salary is substantially above that maximum. As a member of the National Faculty and as a taxpayer,
let me know how yo6 feel about this.

The next time you are at the National Center, we will begin talking about advisory conimittees,
and other "external groups." I hope that the National Faculty is not listed in that groupthat some-
how you are viewed as staff. We have developed a "we" attitude about the Advanced Study Center.
I applaud it, I appreciate it, and I hope that we can expand on it.

Let me take a minute to identify some ways that members of the National Faculty can
contribute to the Advanced Study Center program.

1 You can provide a unique perspective or view ot the world. This can occur through:
(1) meetings and other methods of interaction, (2) phone calls and interactions with
FeHows, and (3) distribution of papers, presentations, or reports that you think
would be of interest to this group.

2. You can advise these individuals on their areas of study in various ways.
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3. Together, we can provide some extended learning experiences. For example, we are
planning to take the Fellows to the Washington, D.C. area for a week in January.
While there, we hope to set up appointments with you and/or members of your
staff. There has been discussion about the need to provide a means of nurturing
and reinforcing the Fellows.beyond their residence period at the National Center.

4. You can interact with Fellows through two to four week visits at the National
Center.

5. You can assist with the recruitment and selection process. We need a candidate pool,
but we also need nominations.

These are our views at this point. I would not be surprised if you, as the National Faculty,
could generate a thousand ideas on how you can contribute to the mission of the Advanced Study
Center. I hope you wil offer your suggestions freely.

Let me just say another word about this year's Fellows. I thinl we have a great group of people.
I think they are UnigtIP! y sensitive to the critical role that they have here as the first cohort selected.
They are working hard and we are going to support and reinforce them in every way possible that
they enjoy a positive and fruitful experience while they are here.

In one sense, we may need to view this as an experimental development. Our staff have visited
the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences and the Woodrow Wilson Center. I think
we are aware of those patterns, but I suspect that wliat will result here is a "hybrid" that tikes into
account our own relationships.

I hope I have given you some additional knowledge about where we are going. Again, if you
agree or disagree, please write me. We have benefited immensely from the many contributions that
you have given us. It is going to take us a while to assimilate and understand the range of suggestions
you have given, but let us try to build on this experience so that the Advanced Study Center can
meet its long-term goals.
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APPENDIX A

Priority Problems and Issues of the Profession:

Agenda Items for the Advanced Study Center

7-44sk Force One: Gwendolyn Newkirk, Chairperson; Edwin Herr, Recorder; Oliver Kolstoe;
Thelma Lemon; Barbara Thompson; Lucille Patten; Norman Gysbers .

On balance, the group was concerned that the Advanced Study Center needed to deal in
depth with problems and issues of .major concern to vocational education. In particular, the group
believed that the Advanced Study Center needs to make provisions to examine the assumptions
about vocational education in general, work, guidance, or other,per,tinent topicsinto which we

.tend to lock ourselves but whiCh may not be true.. This led the group to conclude that both the
Center Fellows and the National Faculty should include persons (e.g., provocative philosophers,
social scientists, labor market analysts) who are not primarily vocational educators but who could
view the problems of vocational education as areas of study to which they bring relevant skills and
interests. The group further believed that involving persons from other nations who have expertise
in and perceptions on vocational education as members of the National Faculty to which Fellows
relate would be useful.

1. Issues and concerns facing the profession

What are the values implicit in work and in non-work in the United States? Should-our societal
structure be based on the notion that everybody should work? Is it possible that people are
being forced into training that ey do not want?

How do we test American values about work and its implications against alternative conceptions
about work which are bred in other democratic industrialized nations?

What are the trade offs in behavior or outcome of international methods of education or
vocational education as related to AMerican models? For example, in a particular nation,
students may not misbehave in tlie classroom because of various mechanisms ot punishment
or other sanctions. But what are the results in other potential social ills: alcoholism, suicide,
apathy, etc.?

What are the bases for defining special needs populations? How do sociological and psycho-
logical perspectives help in defining special populations? What are the special guidance needs
of these different groups?

How do we develop techniques of building on the strengths of special needs populations
rather than beginning from deficit perspectives? What does this suggest for assessment of
competencies, different learning styles, "cornplementaries" (a la Tyler)? How do you concep-
tualize and assess a competency approach for handicapped and other special needs populations?

I iew Llo we build alternative systems possible to deliver vocational education to people where
they are? This need has been present since the 1963 amendments, but we are not there yet.
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How (Jo we deal with teenage unemployment in the inner city?

How can we help displaced homemakers with no income and no apparent way to get any
who wish to reenter vocational education or the labor market?

What are we doing about vocational education for rural youth?

What are the obstacles to training and retraining at the adult level?

What are the most effective ways to help adults live with an altered state? Where does adult
coun'seling fit into vocational education or adult basic education?

What if we diOn't have federal legislation in vocational education? Should the Advanced Study
Center be comerned about identifying the variety of funding strategies and delivery strategies
pertinent to vocational education funding from ottLer than federal sources?

Should we be identifying legal barriers which cause vocational education to be ineffective or
limited in impact?

Is vocational education a viable concept in America? What are the alternatives? Should the
educational system and the part of vocational education in it be restructured? Is a K-12 grade
structure appropriate in, contemporary American education?

How do people interact within the labOr force? How do they progress? How can the labor
market be conceived in terms of career development opportunities or patterns?

2. Common growth of the Fellows

A regular set of seminars dealing with the types of to ics identified above or on established .

themes should be established which include regular v sits by members of the National Faculty. 6

ft These regular seminars or other common experier s sbould be available to Fellows but not
required; we do not advocate blanket schedules or the institutionalizing of the Fellows.

It would be appropriate for the Advanced Study Center to set up themes or priorities for each
year so that Fellows know they will be selected in terms of their potential impact on these
themes; they could then relate their individual plans to 'these and be able to anticipate what
types of emphasis/heir common group experienc:.s will likely involve.

We would recommend that each Fellow prepare and coordinate at least one seminar for the
other Fellows.

We also believe that Fellows should be expected to systematicalk onsider and critique each
others' project proposals.

3. Fellows majol areas of inquiry

1.Ne recommend that Fellows do a preassessment of the skills they need to renew or acquire
to prepare them for a new level of leadership. This would involve creation of a professional
growth plan or individual contract which would identify the activities in which they would
plan to participate while a Fellow.

The product which the Fellow would produce (a monograph, article, research design,
annotated bibliography, etc.) would be a means to a personal development growth plan
not an end in itself.
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1 ht top pt unity Ini tlw Adyanred Study Cvntm is to pi ()vide oppor luothos lot I 'Mows to
Ireffiy pursue then plans. This goal is more important than the of f ices or physical space they
have.

It may well be that the Advanced Study Center ought to be further away from the National
Center complex to get greater proximity to the academic center of the university. Perhaps a
floor of the Mershon Center might be leased to provide such a location.

In order to develop an effective plan at the point of application, the potential Fellows will
need to receive a catalog of OSU academic opportunities and opportunities within and
associated with the National Center (e.g., projects in process, etc.).
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risA Two: kiVilma I utivviti, (hannel son; 1)tiatie Lund, liecoitivi. Maly Julleyi 11011)(91 I twine;
Pucinski, Willi1iin Iii,-nsey; Joan Wills

The second task force identified twelve issues related to the topic and developed, as time
permitted, a corresponding set of rationales and implications for each:

CONSIDERATIONS:

1. Vocational education needs to rid itself of the concept that schools train only for those jobs
which are available in the community.

Rationale: The mobility of our population assures us that the student will find employment
on the national (and possibly international) job market.

Implications: Since the school is training for a national market, the federal government must
accept a much larger share of the financial responsibility for vocational education.

2. There is a need to take a look at our entire educational systemof which vocational education
is a part. Is this the way our nation should be educating its people?

Rationale: We cannot assume that our Amelican system of education is satisfactory or beyond
question, nor that vocational education is beyond reproach just because we have been "doing
it this way" for generations.

Implications: "Basic education" may mean vocational education; the "3Rs" and most other
educational offerings may be more relevant if taught through a vocational education

3. Sh%d we teach vocational education for placement at the high school level?

Rationale and Implications: We must answer such questions as (a) Are secondary students
ready for placement? (b) Are they sufficiently mature and experienced to make good vocational
choices? (c) Are limited dollars better invested at the postsecondary level?

4. What can we do in education to develop better linkage with the world of work?

Rationale and Implications: Our programs willtbe more realistic and relevant. We, in education,
will be more creative and innovative.

5. What should the vocational curriculum include besides "hands-on" instruction?

Rationale and Implications: We have a responsibility to provide information about our free
enterprise system and how it works, what is meant by fringe benefits, how our tax structure
functions, etc.

6. What vocational responsibilities does our educational system have for the student who chooses
not to go on to college or take a vocational curriculum?

Rationale and lInplicatiom: A discouragingly high percentage of our high school students
leave school unready for the world of work.

7. What is the responsibility of vitional Piltication for tlw upward mobility of Americans?

Rationale and Implications. VocationdI is a life long opportunity or should be.
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8. Does vocational education have a role in economic development?

9. Does vocational education in our secondary schools "track" a student too soon?

10. Is there a place in vocational education for the gifted?

11. How can our population be made better aware of the opportunities vocational education can
provide them? How can we motivate people to use vocational education for upward mobility?

12. We need to examine public policies which are disincentives to vocational education. (Example:
Some people are better off, financially, staying on welfare than training for a low-paying job.)

I.
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APPENDIX B

Strategies for Recruiting the Nation's Top Talent

Task Force One; Alfredo de los.Santos, Jr., Chairperson; Calvin Dellefield, Recorder; Henry
Brickell; Ruth Glick; Phyllis Hamilton

This group dealt with arumber of issues, spending considerable time discussing the philosophy
of the Advanced Study Center, its program of study, and other concerns discussed at the general
sessions.

This report is broad and covers both recruitment strategies and techniques, concept and
process, and to some degree, selection.

What follows are general observations, most of which were acceptable to all the members of
our task force.

1. Applicants should be given the option to apply for any year-not just 1979-80. Let applicants
indicate which year they can come.

2. The Center should build a pool of people from which selection can be made-for five to eight
years7build a pool of 1000 candidates, or more.

3. The Advanced Study Center should be a "think tank." People should feel that being selected
as a Fellow is a privilege. The Center should start "image-building."

'ft

4. We assumed that the National Faculty will tend to replicate itself in the Fellows. We felt that
the composition of the National Faculty ought to be changed from time to time-it was noted,
for example, that we have few social scientists on the faculty noW.

5. The group felt that personal confact is the best ap-rt3.4ch to use if we are to recruit the tcp
talent in the country. We used terms such as "sales job°L,"personal visit," and so forth.

6. We should recruit people who don't seem to "belong" to vocational education.

O We need people with fresh, creative thinkisQg. We should try to recruit some "militants"
-whatever that means. ..
We should recruit or selecepeople who do not have a vested interest in vocational
education.

An interdisciplinary group should be selected. There should be a good mix in terms of
age, experience, etc.

7. Nominations from faculties should be sought-from the Ohio State University and other
universities.
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8. AdvaNced Study Center staff and Fellows should make presentations at the national
conferbnces ot various national organizations, such as:

American Psychological Association
American Sociological Association
American Medical Association
American Educational Research Association'
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

9. Journal articles describing the Advanced Study Center, written by staff and/or Fellows, should
be submitted for publication in professional journals of various disciplines.

10. We should survey the U.S. Department of Labor, identify the best thinkers, and send personal
invitations to them make personal contact and try to recruit them.

11. Staff at the AdvanCed Study Center should review dissertations in various fieldssome outside
of vocational education such as learning theory, econometrics, 3nd so forthand the writers
should be invited to apply. There was some disagreement ab'out this; some members felt that
people with rnoFe experience should be selected. At this stage in our deliberations, we pointed
out that the objective of recruitment should be to build a pot of applicants and that we were
discussing selection.

12. The task force felt that the National Faculty should not be replicated in the fellows selected.
not completely. The members felt that the National Faculty reflects those who have
succeeded in vocational educationwho "belong" to vocational education. We need people
from outside.

13. The group felt that the Advanced Study Center should have a systematic process of recruitment.
Perhaps recruitment should be a significant responsibilityor the sole responsibilityof a staff
mernber.

14. The task force recommends that mass mailings not be used as a recruiting device. You don't
feel that you have been specially selected if you get a mass.produced package of information
about the Advanced Study Center.

15. The Advanced Study Center should have a continuous flow of informationfeedbackto the
institutions from which the Fellows came.

16. Another approach about which we did not reach consensus was the recruitment of people
who are in the final stages of writing books. We used the term "good cheap woducts"if we
want to go that route. We felt that we need good, clear, future-oriented writ.ng.

17. We fOt that the mix of the pool of applicants should be such that women and minorities are
weli represented. Such organizations as National Organization of Women, Association of Black
Psychologists, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and so forth,
should be contacted, personally, aggressively, and in good faitn.



Task Force Two: Carol Eliason, Chairperson; Grant Venn, Recorder; Paul Briggs; Alberta Hill

Several questions were raised by the group:

1. What is the basic purpose of the Advanced Study Center in terms of the output expected
by national Fellows?

2. Can the stipends provided secure the quality of Fellows that will have an impact on the
nation?

3. Is the Advanced Study Center to be used to improve the Fellow or to influence vocational
education?

4. Can private funds be secured to match or increase the resources to secure the top
recognized talent in the nation to focus on vocational education?

5. Who has the final decision as to the role of Advanced Study Center and what it should
become?

6. Does the term "project" in conjunction with the Advanced Study Center tend to confuse
the role and purpose of the Advanced Study Center?

Several majcr suggestions were made regarding policies that should help secure top talent that
could favorably affect the nation and vocational education, including:

1. The mission of the Advanced Study Center should be clearly differentiated from that of
the National Center for Research in iocational Education.

2. The number of Fellows should be reduced or additional monies secured to be able to
attract the established top leaders in the nation (e.g., Ralph Tyler, Gordon Swanson) to
serve a year at the Advanced Study Center to focus on vocational education in some aspect.

3. Recruitment for this neyt year should include the intentions of the Advanced Study Center
to offer larger stipends in the future. Proceed with two recruitment programs.

4. Efforts should be started at once to make the Advanced Study Center free of federal or
other tax dollars in the future.

5. The concept of pooling candidates over a long period of time to meet personal and
institutional schedules should be expanded, especially in the search for "name" Fellows,

In addition, concern was expressed by some regarding:

1. The Advanced Study Center's domination by federal interests, legislation, or legislated
advisory bodies; and

2. The possibility of defining major interest at eas of the Advanced Study Center as a way
of interesting national talent.
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APPENDIX C

Program of Study at the Advanced Study Center:

What Should It Be?

Task Force One: Gene Bottoms, Chairperson; Aleene Cross, Recorder; Mary Kievit; Samuel
Osipow; Martin Essex; Jerry Moss; Corinne Rieder

The consensus of the task force, after considerable discussion and.debate, was that the
Advanced Study Center program should feature the following:

1. Limited structure that would include volunteer participation in seminars, peer
instruction, interactions with National Center staff, Ohio State faculty and visiting
educators, and informal "gatherings".of fellows.

2. Freedom to pursue individual projects.

3. Staff support with an individual assigned to each. fellow.

In addition, long-range studies that would have an impact on vocational education could be
conducted by a core group of fellows. These studies would be done on a volunta-ry basis with the
priorities set by National Center staff and/or National Faculty members.

A charismatic leader to head the Advanced Study Center, such as R3h Tyler, would give
.needed national visibility. An alternative would be to utilize nationally recognized persons for
limited intervals, such as visiting scholars for a year or two.

Selection of fellows would be based on long-range recruitment of those individuals whose
studies will be complementary and contribute to vocational education research. The program is the
participants, and flows from recruitment.
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Task Force Two: Elirabeth Simpson, Chairpersk; James McComas, Recorder; Mary Ellis;
Rupert Evans; Herbert Parnes; Carl Schaefer

This task force had some difficulty in attempting to respond to its assignment because it was
considering program possibilities without knowing the basic philosophy or purpose ultimately to
be chosen by the Advanced Study Center.

Two basic questions were addressed by the group:

1. What should be the substance, nature, and location of common activities?

2. What should be the balance between individual and group activities?

Task force members agreed that there was and may continue to be some confusion,as to the
separateness of the National Academy for Vocational Education, the Advanced Study Center, and
the National Center for Research in Vocational Education.

Some preliminary discussion centered on the role and purposes of the National Faculty and
whether any conflict of interest existed. Was the role of the National Faculty to perform some
teaching, research or indiVidual teaching, or was its role perhaps more "advisory" than "faculty"?

If the program for advanced study employed a "Tyler Type Model,' one approach would be
suggested; but if a problem-solving method was applied, then another approach would be necessary.
Three models were suggested:

1. Highly individualistic (Tyler)
2. Problem centered

3. Interactive mode or combination of 1 and 2

It was suggested that the problem model might include an enhancement of the field component
after the fellows complete their period of study at the Advanced Study Center.

It was recommended that some kind of individual agreement or contract with considerable
detail be developed before the fellows begin study. This agreement should indicate to the extent
possible the special demands on the fellow's time and what levels of financial support, including
travel and other sypporting resources, the fellow can expect to receive.

A major scholarly effort should be an outcome of the year's study which could have a major
impact on the profession.

Activities and programs shoi.ild:

allow for a Pr niry consideration of individual needs;

focus cn a significant problem;

show some promise of making a contribution to the field.

At least some tune should be scheduled which will bring the fellows torther to discuss larger
issues of vocational educanon. The fellows should play a significant role in structuring individual
aid group activities. The fellows might also propose how they could provide a continuing relationship
which enhances the profession in a regional and national manner.
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(

It was agreed that the statement on Page 19E of the application form was a most desirable )

one and was supported by the group. The statement is: "Indicate how a fellowship at the Advanced
Study Center would significantly contribute to your professional growth as well as impact on
vocational education, or related disciplines."
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Henry M. Brickell
Director
Policy Studies in Education
New York, New York

Keith Goldhammer
Dean
College of Education
Michigan State University

H. Thomas James
President
Spencer Foundation
.Chicago, Illinois

Mary B. Kievit
Acting Dean
Graduate School of Education
Rutgers University

Sar A. Levitan
Director
Center for Social Policy Studies
Georgc Washington University

Corinne Rieder
Executive Director
Youthwork, Incorporated
Washington, D.C.

Richard C. Srisyder
Director
Mershon Center
Ohio State University
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Gordon I. Swanson
Professor
Department of Vocational-Technical

Education
University of Minnesota

Räbert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research in

Vocational Education
Ohio State University

Ralph W. Tyler
Chairperson
National Advisory Council to the National

Center, for Research in Vocational
Edudation, and

Senior Consultant
Science Research Associates, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

Joan L. Wills
Director
Employment and Vocational

Training Programs
National Governors' Association
Washington, D.C.
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APPENDIX E

Conference Program

National Faculty Plenary Conference

"NURTURING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION'S
INTELLECTUAL AND LEADERSHIP GROWTH"

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
Columbus, Ohio

October 30 November 1, 1978

Monday, October 30, 19/8

7:30-9:00 p.m. Cocktails (Cash Bar)

Greeters: Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Earl B. Russell
Coordinator
The Advanced Study Center

Tuesday, October 31, 1978

8:00 a rn. Transportation to the National Center

FIRST CJENERAL. SESSION

Presider: Earl B. Russell
Coordinator
Advaneed Study Center

Welcome to Ohio State University

Jules B. LaPidus
Vice Provost of Research and Dean of the Graduate School
Ohio State University

Conterency Charge

Earl B. Russell

1 HE CONTEXT FOR THE ADVANCED STUDY CENT ER

Robert E. ldyrur, f xecut lye Dlie(:!(H
The Nationdl Centel



9:45 din. Refit!shinent Bleak

10:00 a.m. AN ADVANCED STUDY CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:
GOALS AND CHALLENGES

Ralpi'lY11. Tyler, Chairman
National Advisory Council to the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education, and
Sen. r Consultant
Science Research Ass :ciates, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

Guidon I. SwarlsUll, Pf ufessol
Vocational Education
University of Minnesota

11.00 a.m. REACIORS

Mary B. Kievit, Acting Dean
Graduate School of Education
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

Corinne Rieder. Executive Director
Youthvvork, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

11:30 a.m. QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

12:00 noon LUNCH AT THE CENTER

1:00 p.m. SECOND GENERAL SESSION

Presider. Emma Schulken, President
Virginia Highlands Community College
Abingdon, Virginia

1 45 11 in.

PROGRAM OF STUDY AT THE ADVANCED STUDY CENTER:
WHAT SHOULD IT BE?

Keith Goldhaminer, Dean of Fducation
Michigan State Univers;t:y
East Lansing, Michigan

Ric:hard Snyder, Director
Mershon Center for Prograrns of ResParch and Education in

Leadership and Public Policy

:)i_JE SI IONS AND DISCUSSION

2 30 p iI i$,fri-Jinir)nt Break



2:45 p.m. TASK FORCE MEETINGS

Refer to notebook for task force instructions.

TOPIC A: PRIORITY PROBLEMS AND ISSUES OF T HL
PROFESSION: AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE ADVANCED
STUDY CENTER

Task .Force I:

Chairperson: Gwendolyn Newkirk, Chairperson
Education and Family Resources
University of Nebraska

Recorder: Edwin Herr, Chairperson
Graduate Counselor Education
The Pennsylvania State University

Participants: Oliver Kolstoe, Thelma Lennon, Barbara Thompson,
Lucille Patton, Norman Gysbers, ASC Fellows

Task Force H:

Chairperson: Wilma Ludwig, State Director of Vocational Education
New Mexico

Recorder. Duane Lund, Superintendent
Staples, Minnesota Public Schools

Participants: Mary Jolley, Herbert Levine, Roman Pucinski, William
Ramsey, Joan Wiils, ASC Fellows

TOPIC B: STRATEGlES Feil RECRUITING THE NATION'S
TOP TALENT

Task Force I

Chair son Alfredo de los Santos, Jr.
Vice Chancellor for E.ducational Development
Maricopa County Cmnmunity College D!strint
Phoenix, Arizona

Calvin Dellefieid, President
San f rancisco Community Collecw
San F r ancisco College Disti!r 7
Sdr1 I Idnnsco, (aIiforrn

Huth

";?t,



4 30 ii .

6 15 p m

6 30 p in

Task Force II:

Chairperson: Carol Eliason, Director
Center for Women's Opportunities
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
Washington, D.C.

Recorder: Grant Venn, Calloway Professor
Department of Vocational and Career Development
Georgia State University
Atlanta, Georgia

Participants: Paul Briggs, Alberta Hill, James Smith, ASC Fellows

TOPIC C. PROGRAM OF STUDY AT THE ADVANCED STUDY''
CENTER: WHAT SHOULD IT BE?

Task Forte I

Chairperson: Gene Bottoms. Executive Director
American Vocational Association
Arlington, Virginia

Recorder- Aleene Cross, Chairperson
Home Economics Education
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia

Par ticipants: Mary Kievit, Samuel Osipow, Martin Essex, Jerome Moss,
Corinne Rieder, ASC Fellows

Task Force II

Chairperson: Elizabeth Simpson, Dean
School of Family Resources and Consumer Sciences
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

Roi wife, James D. McComas, President
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, Mississippi

P,irtic;fhints Mary Ellis, Rupert Evans, S3r Levitan, Herbert Parnes,
Carl Schaefer, ASC Fellows

AtuntiRN 1 RANSPOR TAT ION I 0 HON

T riANSPOR.TATION TO FAWCF IT CE N1 F. R I OR 1 OMOR ROW

Ht.):1'! IA! IT Y HOUR (Gish Bor
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7:30 P.ril DINNER S.

Toastperson: James D. McComas, President, Mississippi State University

"Nurturing the Intellectual Growth and Creative Output of
Professional Leaders"

H. Thomas James, President
The Spencer Foundation
Chicago, Illinois

9:00 p.m. ADJOURN FOR TRANSPORTATION TO THE HILTON INN

Wednesday, November 1, 1978

8:00 a.m. TRANSPORTATION TO THE NATIONAL CENTER

8:30 a.m. THIRD GENERAL SESSION

Presider: Rupert Evans, Professor
Vocational and Technical Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

TOPIC D: EVALUATING THE ADVANCED STUDY CENTER

Henry Brickell, President
Policy Studies in Education
Institute t1/4-, Educational Development
New York, N. ,w York

9:00 a.m. PANEL. DISCUSSION

Mary Ellis, President
Ellis Associates, Inc.
College Park, Maryland

Hernert Levine, Director
Labor.Education Center
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

10:00 a.m. Refteshinent Break
Interaction with Staff of the National Center

10:30 ri.m TOPiC.:L EDUCATION AND WORK ISSUP-f FOR THE 1980s

Sar Levitan, Director
Center for Sncial Policy Studies
Washingwn, D.C.

Joan Wills, Director
Employmelit and Vocritional Tr aininq Pro.volf-r,
National Governors' Associa?.ion
Washington, D.C.



11:15 a.m. QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

12:00 noon LUNCH

National Faculty and Fellows meet in small groups to review Fellows'
major areas of inquiry. See assignment sheet in notebook for your
luncheon/discussion group and its location.

2:30 p,m. REPORTS F ROM TASK FORCES

3:00 p.m

3:30 p.m

TOPIC A: PRIORITY PROBLEMS AND ISSUES OF THE PROFESSION:
AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE ADVANCED STUDY CENTER

Task Force I: Gwendolyn Newkirk
Task Force II: Wilma Ludwig

TOPIC B: STRATEGIES FOR RECRUITING THE Np,TION'S TOP TALENT

Task Force I: Alfredo de los Santos, Jr.
Task Force II: Caml Eliason

TOPIC C: PROGRAM OF STUDY AT THE ADVANCED STUDY CENTER:
WHAT SHOULD IT BE?

Task Force I: Gene Bottoms
Task Force II: Elizabeth Simpson

THE NATIONAL FACULTY RESOURCE

Robert E. Taylor, Executive Director

Adjourn
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APPENDIX F

Conference Participants

Keith D. Barnes, ASC Fellow
Director of Guidance Services
Columbus Public School District
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Gene Bottoms
Executive Director
American Vocational Association
2020 N. 14th Street
Arlington, Virginia 222.01

Henry Brickell, President
Policy Studies in Education
Institute for Educational Development
680 5th Avenue
New York, New York 10019

Paul Briggs, Professor
Educational Administntion
Arizona State University
5,14 E. Fremont Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282

Claude Brown
Director of Education & Research
Teamster's Local Union 688
300 South (Vend
St. Louis, Missouri 63103

Aleene Cross, Chairperson
Home Economics Education
College of Education
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

John A. Cummens, ASC Fellow
Assistant Director
Governor 's Of f ice of Manoowei

& Human Development
Springfield. Illinois 62 704

Calvin Dellefield, President
San Francisco Community College Centers
San Francisco College District.
San Francisco, California 94103

C3rol Eliason, Director
Center for Women's Opportunities
Americari Association of Community

& Junior Colleges
1 Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Mary Ellis, President
Ellis Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 466
College Park, Maryland 20740

Martin Essex
Executive Director
Ohio Advisory Council on Vocational Education
5900 Sharon Woods
Worthington, Ohio /0085

Rupert Evans, Professor
Vocational & Technical Education
284 Education Building
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Ruth Glick, Chief
correctional Planning
California Dept. of Corrections
714 P Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Keith Goldhammer, Dean
College of Education
Michigan State UdiveHty
501 Erickson Hall
East Lansing. Michigan 48823



Norman C. Gysbers
Professor of Education
College of Education
University of Missouri
1 Hill Hall
Columbia, Missouri 65201

Phyllis Hamilton
Behavioral-Scientist
Education & Research Dept.
Urban & Social Systems Division
SRI International
Menlo Park, California

.
\

Edwin Herr, Chairperson
Graduate Counselor Education
Pennsylvania State University
323 Carpenter Building
University Park, Penn. 16802

Alberta D. Hill, Dean
College of Home Economics
Washington State University
101 White Hall
Pullman, WashilIgton 99163

Hazel Holton, ASC Fellow
Supervisor, Home Edonomics
Adult & Vocational Education
Norfolk Public Schools
NorfollNiinia 23462

Maria Ibba, ASC Fellow
Assistant Professor of Linguistics
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Elise B. Jackson
Program Assistant
Advanced Study Center
The National Center for Resrcti

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

H. Thomas James, Pr esitif"flt
Spencer Foundation
875 North Michigan Avpnup
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Mary JoHey
Vice President for Development
Trident Technical College
P.O. Box 10367
Charleston, South Carolina 29411

Mary Kievit, Acting Dean
Graduate School of Education
RutgersThe State University
10 Seminary Place
Ne.v Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Oliver Kolstoe, Chairperson
Dept. of Mental Retardation
School of Special Education & Rehabilitation
University of NOrthern Colorado
McKee Room 318
Greely, Colorado 80639

Thelma Lennon, Director
Guidance & Testing
North Carolina State Dept. of Education
Education Building
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

herbert Levine, Director
Labor Education Center
RutgersThe State University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Sar A. Levitan, Director
Center for Policy Studies
2000 K Street, N.W.
Suite 454
Washington, D.C. 20006

Wen Lang Li, ASC Fellow
Associate Professor
Department of Sociology
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Wilma Luuvvig
State Director of Vocational Education
Capital Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

Duane R. Lund
Superintendent of SchoWs
Siaples Public Schools
Staples, Minnesota 564/9



Sidney Mar land
Bigelow Road
Hampton, Connecticut 062A7

James D. McComas, President
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, Mississippi 39762

Jerome Moss, Chairperson
Dept. of Vocational & Technical Education
University of Minnesota
125 Perk Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Richard Mowsesian, ASC Fellow
Associate Professor
Dept. of Educational Psychology
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712

Randolph J. Nelson, ASC Fellow
Professor, Dept. of Counselor Education

& Human Resources
University of Bridgeport
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602

Gwendolyn Newkirk, Chairperson
Education & Family Resources
University of Nebraska
123 Home Economics
Lincoln, Nebraska 68603

Mark Newton
Graduate Research Associate
Advanced Study Center
The National Center for Research

Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Samuel Osipow, Chairperson
Department of Psychology
Ohio State University
1945 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Herbert S. Parnes, Chairperson
Department of Labor &

Human Resources
Ohio State University
1810 College Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

W. George Patten, ASC Fellow
Executive Director of Academic Standards
University of Wisconsin
Whitewater, Wisconsin 53190

Lucille W. Patton, Dean
School of Special Arts & Sciences
Office Suite 202
Home Economics Building
Edmond, Oklahoma 73034

Roman Pucinski, Alderman
City of Chicago
6200 North Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60646

William L. Ramsey, President
Council for Occupational Education
Milwaukee Area Technical College
1050 North 6th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203

Corinne Rieder
Executive Director
YouthworkR I nc.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Earl B. Russell, Coordinator
Advanced Study Center
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Educatio.1
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Alfredo de los Santos, Jr,
Vice Chance:lor for Educational Development
Maricopa County Community College District
3910 East Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85034

Carl J. Schaefer
Chairperson, Department of Vocational

Technical Education
Graduate School of Education
Rutgers The State University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

F mina Schulken. President
Virginia Highlands Community Collequ
Abingdon, Virginia 24210



Robert S.-)Seckendorf, ASC Fellow
Educational Consultant and
Former Associate Commissioner for

Occupational Education
New York State Dept. of Education
Albany, New York

Irene Sheiner, ASC Fellow
Consultant & Curriculum Developer
Division of Career & Continuing Education
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California 90033

Giles Shivers, ASC Fellow
Educational Specialist
Career Education
Arizona Dept. of Education
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Elizabeth Simpson, Dean
School of Family Resources &

Consumer Sciences
1300 Linden Drive
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Richard Snyder, Director
Mershon Center
Ohio State University
199 West 10th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Merle Strong, Director
Center for Studies in Vocational &

Technical Education
University of WisconsinMadison
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Gordon I. Swanson, Professor
Vocational Education
116 Classroom Office Building
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108

104

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Barbara Thompson
State Superintendent of

Public Instruction
126 Langdon Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53703

Ralph W. Tyler
Senior Consultant
Science Research Associates
155 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Steven L. Van Ausdle, ASC Fellow
Vocational Director & Planning Officer
Walla Walla Community College
Walla Walla, Washington 99362

Grant Venn
Calloway Professor
Georgia State University
Dept, of Vocational & Career Development
University Plaza
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Joan L. Wills, Director
Employment & Vocational Training Programs
National Governors' Association
Hall of The States
444 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20001
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APPENDIX G

Conference Staff

-Robert E. Taylor, Executive Director, The National Center

Earl B. Riissell, Coordinator, Advanced Study Center

Elise B. Jackson, Program Assistant, Advanced Study Center

Mark Newton, Research Associate, Advanced Study Center

Patricia A. Leach, SecretarY, Advanced StudCenter

Robin L. Randall, Secretary, Advanced Study Center

Venita A. Rammell, Secretary, Advanced Study Center
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